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FOREWORD 
----~~~~-----~~~~~-----~~------~--.~~--~-~~~~~~--------------------~~~~~~ 
This is the final report for Phase II of the Scheduling Language and 
Algorithm Development Study (NAS9-l3616). It is contained in three 
volumes. The objectives of Phase It were to implelllent prototypes of 
the Scheduling Language called PLANS and the scheduling module library 
that were designed and specifh\d in Phase 1. 
Volume I of this i'eport contains data and analyses related to a 
variety of algorithms for solving typical large-scale scheduling and 
resource allocation problems. The capabilities and deficiencies of 
various alternative problem solving strategies a,re discussed frOID the 
viewpoint of cOlDputer system design. 
Volume II is an introduction to the use of the E.rogramming !:anguage 
for ~)location and Network ~cheduling (PLANS). It is intended as a 
reference for the PLANS programmer. 
Volume III contains the detailed speCifications of the scheduling 
module library as ililplemen,ted in Phase tt. This volume extends the 
Detailed Design Specifications previously published in the Phase II 
Interim report (April 1975). 
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INTRCilDUCTlCilN __ ... _________ ij_oiroir_oir _______________________ ~-----------oir-_________________ _ 
The principal products from the Schedl!ling Language and Algorithm 
Development Study are first a progr8Dllling language and second, an 
applications program libra'ry. Both, of course, have special capa-
bilities appropriate to scheduling and resource allocation problems. 
Ti.~ determinatiofl of those capab'ilities has required considerable 
analysis of a very broad class of problems, and further, a fami11ar-
ization with problem solving techniques that are. being used success-
fully. Tasks in both Phase I and in Phase 11 have been dmed at 
generating or verifying functional requirements for the language and 
program libra,ry. An intended by-product of these tasks has been in-
sight and ideas on how very large scheduling and resource ,illocation 
problems can be solved using both computer algorithms and human 
talents in integrated and organized ap.proaches. These approaches 
are refer,red to here as man-computer problem solving strstegies. 
, The purpose of this document is to present the background from 
which these s'tra,tegies emerged and to detail the strategies themselves. 
Emphasis is on the type o,f scheduling and resource allocation p,roblems 
tha,t are clearly visible in the planning and activity management o,f 
the Space Transpo,rtation System (STS). No attempt is made to address 
explicitlY the classes of problems treated in textbooks on ope,rations 
research methods. These include for example the "traveling saleaman" 
probleJl1, the "knapsack" problem, the "fixed charge" problem, and the 
"capital budgeting" problC!ll. y"t the problems which have ddven the 
s·trategy development r:\lac\lssed here are often both sl!b.. and super sets 
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of these classical problems, For the problem solver who has tried 
unsuccessfully to conform to one 01' more o·f these standard formats, 
the contents of this volume should be insightful. The thrust is 
neither to cast real problems into classical fo·rmats nor to extend 
the state of the art in solution methods, but ra·ther to determine 
how large and complex problems can be solved by a combination of 
computer algo.rithms and human skHls using iterative and interactive 
approaches with existing methods. 
A major premise underlies the work reported here. It is s~mply 
that la,rge and realistically complex scheduling and resource alloca-
tion p.roblerus can be solved more efficiently and effectively than they 
are being solved now th·ro"g" "he proper allocation of c<>mputer capa-
bilities. It is a fact that solutions a·re being generated manually 
now, that people know how to produce acceptable schedules and a11oca-
tions of resources. By understanding the manual methods and the unde·r-
lying p,roblem solving strategies of capable h\llllan schedulers, it should 
be possible to facilita,te strategies that are already proven. From 
this point of view, the computer can be rejected only on the basis 
that it encumbers rather than facilitates the solution p·rocess or 
that it attempts to make decisi<ms that the human can lIlake more 
easily snd with higher quaHty. 
Sect;ion 2.0 of this report con,tains data and op;inion relating to 
the use of computer algorithms to produce complete feasible solutions 
to schecluling and resource allocation problems. Both tn",thematical 
p1'ogratmning and heuriStic progralilning techniques a1's adciressed. The 
_,(.u.~ 
l 
, 
i . 
b,," 
section concludes w,ith a discussion of problem types for wh,ich no 
complete solution can be guaranteed using a single execution o·f an 
automa', .. d algorithm or algorithm set. 
Section 3.0 o·f this report presents concepts dealing with man-
computer problem solving strategies. These s·trategies are characterized 
by iterative and interactive use of computer algorithms by a human 
who participa·tes in the problem,.solving process. Data are presented 
from simulations o,f two l!Iajor problem classes that dominate the NASA 
STS operations and mission scheduling functions. The computer elEOl!lents 
of a promising strategy have been implemented and Section 3.0 contains 
a batch-ite·rative test case in which a hl.Dl18ll scheduler eD!ploys these 
programs. Finally. Section 3.0 contains infotmation on the design of 
an interactive schedllling system and suggests additional investigations 
that are needed to establish an approp,riate man-compute·r system design, 
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,Pitpt 44 
This section discusses the potential o,f using existing or fore-
seeable computer algorithms for solving large scheduling and resource 
allocation problems without the need for human intervention between 
program input and the final problem solution. Although the di.stinction 
between these algo,rithms discussed in this section and those used in 
interactive or ba,tch-iterative p'roblem solving strategies is not always 
clean, the emphasis here is on algorithms tha't attempt to perform as 
many of the decision making and associated bookkeeping chores as pos~ 
sible with the user involved in initial input and final output only. 
Although the recommendations which follow in Section 3.0 result from 
the deficiency of any algorithm to handle the most general class of 
large problems, the p'remilse that no problems can be handled completely 
by existing algorithms is certainly false. The power of mathematical 
programming and heuristic programming methods is enomous and should 
be exploited where approp,riate. The mathematical or logical details 
of these algorithms are not discussed here. Rather, the pros and cons 
of applying them as complete solution strategies a't'e add'ressed in the 
following subsections. 
MATHEMATICAL PRoGRAMMII:NG TECHNIQUES 
Hathematical programming algorighms are those which can be shown 
to produce optimal solutions to p,roblems fo,r which they apply. '])be 
guaran,tee of producing the 'best' solution is an attractive attribute 
and sufficient to encourage the problem solver to investigate thoroughly 
the possibility of using an app't'op't'iate algorithm from this class. It 
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is also the motivation fo,r algorithm developers to devise ingenious 
means fo,r casting problems in the specific formats amenable to one 
of these methods. 
The two subsequent subsections deal first with direct application 
of mathematical programming methods to entire problems, and second 
with the application of these methods to mathematically decomposed 
problems. 
2.1.1 Direct Application 
Historically, attempts to automate the selection o,f a mathematical 
pl'ogramming algo,rithm based on problem cha,racteristics have not been 
completely successful. This is due to the fact tha't a problem must be 
modeled, i.e., convel'ted to a computer compatible representation and 
that this conversion p,roceds is not unique. The modeling task is not 
s"lely driven from the problem charaeteristies but is strongly itlflu-
enced by the solution teehniques available. Various techniques are 
advoca,ted by analysts who have become iAgeni"us in converting problems 
t" the forma,ts compatible to their favored algo,rithms. Thus the 
selesEioA of an algorithm usually is influenced by an analyst's back-
gr"uAd, his available tools, aAd his style of thinking about p,r"blems. 
GeAe,ral guides for seleetitlg algo,rithms ean be devised that are 
at least aceeptable to most analysts with broad experience. Such guides 
are helpful to p,roblem solvers in tha;t they prevent seleetions that are 
totally inappropriate or that would result in subsequent reselection. 
Such a gene'ral guideline is shown in Figure 2-1. It is apparent from 
the figure tha,t dimensionality is a prime factor in selecting a 
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mathematical progralllDing method. Even if different algorithms were 
substituted at the ends of the decision paths in Figure 2-1, the 
doininance of the dimensionality constraints would remain. Thus the 
price for an optimal method is a problem model that possesses 'small' 
dimensionality. It should be stated clearly that the real problem 
need not be small, only the mathematical representation o·f that 
problem must be within dimensionality limits imposed by the state-
of-the-art of mathematical progrlUDllling methods. For example, if a 
set o·f several thousand activities is to be scheduled and the relevant 
constraints dictate that large nlDllbers o,f these activities roupt occur 
in repetitive and relatively fixed sequences, then the activities in 
each of these sequences might be merged. The me·rging would reduce 
both the nlDllber of activities and the number of constraints needed in 
the problen model and might be sufficient to make mathematical pro-
gramming an appropriate solution strategy. 
A disadvantage of employing modeling ingenuity to make mathematical 
progralllDing techniques applicable results from the lack o,f growth poten-
tial as the modeling simplification become less and less relevant. 
Frequently the assumptions that were relevant for the "first solutions" 
become inappropriate as more sophis,ticated answers a're· sought. A 
scheduling and/or resource allocation system design a·round mathematical 
prog·ratll!Di.ng techniques could soon be subject to major reclesign require-
ments unless the anticipated proMem models are known to be dil!lensionally 
founded. 
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To illustrate this point, consider the problem ()f grouping pay-
loads into compatible groups for launch with the Space Transportation 
System (STS). The maximum number of flights per' year that the STS can 
support is known and cannot grow Without redesign of the entire trans-
portation system. Similarly, the maximum number of payloads in any 
flight group is bounded. The gt:ouping problem can be fonnulated as 
a set partltionin~: problem wUh known ma.'timum dimensionality. Thus, 
a mathematical progranming approach could be considered without undue 
risk of obsolescence due to growth. Contrast this with a launch ground 
support activities scheduling problem in wh·ich initially only a few 
activities are defined at a high llwel. Eventually each cf these 
activities could be broken into entire subnetworks and each of the 
subnetwork elements coultl be further subdivided into tasks, etc. Such 
a problem is one in which growth o·f the problem model is likely. Thus, 
even though the inUial probl,'!Il\ was amenable to a mathematical pro-
gr8lllning algOrithm, the ultimate p.roblem will not be. 
Intuitive insight on how large dimensionality is obtained as 
p·roblems a·re cast in mathematical fonn can be gdned from the following 
example problem repeated from Volume 2 o·f this study's first interim 
report. 
'!'he objective of the problem is to process three diffe·rent 
ca·rs through a tire shop in a minimum amount of time. Each car 
must complete a specified set of jobs i.n a given 'sequence (pre-
cedence constraints). All the cars must sha·re the same set of 
tire shop equipment (resource constraints). Additional COl!lPlexUy 
9 
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is added to the problem by the fact that some jobs may be com-
pleted by more than one set of resources (substitutability). 
The precedence network Figure 2-2 consists of a series of jobs 
describing the processing needed for each car. The three series 
are in parlillel so that the only interaction between the cars is 
the sharing of 7esources. 
P·roblems of this type can be f01'lll\11ated as integer linea·r 
progrwns. However, to keep the resulting program tractible, it 
is usually necessa·ry to decompose the problem or be somewhat 
clever in chOOSing the problem va·riables, Without taking into 
account 'r>ecialties of Ii given problem, the most efficien·t integer 
linear programming (ILP) formulation is that of Pr<itsker, Watters 
and Wolfe, (PWW) 1, Using the PWW formulation, the tire facility 
proMem required 1438 zero-one variables and 414 constraints (see 
Table 2~1), while the largest single-level integer linear progrllms 
currently being solved handle less than 3ee va·riables. Even if 
the problem we·re decotilpos-;;d (processing each car would be a sub-
proMem), the dimen,sionality is excessive. 
The majority of the variables result from the high degree of 
resource substitutability. The l>WW formulation requires each sub-
s·t:l,tutable combination to be treated as a separate job with a con-
straint added to insu·re that only one of the combinations appears 
in the solution. If each job used only one set o·f resource types, 
1 Multi-project Scheduling with Resources: 
Ap.p·roach. Management Science, Vol 16, No 
A Zero .. one ProgrlllDlning 
1, September 1969. 
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Table 2-1. PWW Formulation of the Tire FAcility Problem 
Two cases considel'ed: 
l)Nolllinal base - unique reSOUl'ces fol' each job; 
2) Substitutable case - mol'e than one set of resource types may 
be used for each job. 
Comment: In PWW fOl'lllulaUon, substitutabiUty is handled by 
creating a new job for each diffel'ent feasible com-
bination of resou·rce types tha,t can be used on a 
given job. 
Number of jobs in network: 
nominal 22 
substitutable 95 
Number of 0-1 variables: 
.. ~ (Slack periods - 1) LJ jobs 
nominal 282 
substitutable 1438 
Number of Gonstraints: 
1) Precedence constraints - nulJlber of j.obs with predecessors 
nominal 17 
substit",tab1e 94 
2) Substitutability constraints = number of substitutable jobs 
nomia'al . 0 
subsUt",table 20 
3) Resource sha'ring constrain,ts 
= 1-: (possible sharing periods) 
Resources 
nom~nal 283 
substitutable 285 
4) Obj,ective function cons'traint 
nominal 1 
substitutable 1 
5) Single job cOlllpletion time constraints 
nOminal 22 
substitutable 95 
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the problem could be f01'lllulated using 282 variables and 324 con-
straints. Still, the tire changing problem is small and relatively 
simple (only 22 jobs). More realistic probl.ems requiring a com-
puterized solution are large enough to be completely unsolvable 
using an ILP formulation. 
The principle reasons for the hi.gh dimensionality of the tire 
changing problem are the large number of time periods necessary to 
describe the precedence constraints and the large number of dif-
ferent resource types. If tempo,ral, constraints are to be described, 
the number of time intervals and consequently the numbe,r o,f problem 
variables usually increases. Similarly, the number of problem var-
iables is directly related to the number of resource types needed 
fo'r each job. 
Reference to Figure 2M 1 indicates that the application of mathe-
matical p,rogramming techniques also requires that a single quantified 
objective and quantified constraints be defined. This requirement can 
be helpflll :i.n causing agreement to be reached on the real, purpose for 
solving a problem, or it can be harmful because i,1: imposes a,rtificial,ties 
on the problem model that are not there in the real p,roblem. The case 
1 for explicit quant,:i.fi,abl,e constraints :i.s stated effective.ly by Fo,rrester' • 
The mental model is fuzzy. It is incomplete. It is imp,re-
cisely s,ta,ted. Furthe,pnore, within one individual, a mental model 
changes with time and even during the flow of a siRgle conversation. 
1 Jay W. Forrester: Test:tmony for the SubcaJ!llllittee on Nrban Growth of 
the Committee on BaRking and Currency U.S. House of Rep,resenta,tives, 
October 7, 1970. Copyright 1971. 
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The human mind assembles a few relationships to fit the context 
of a discussion. As the subject shifts so does the model. When 
only a single topic is being discussed, each participant in a 
conve-rsaHon employs a different mental model to inte-rpret the 
subject. Fundamental assumptions diffe-r but are never brought 
in-to the open. Goals are different and a-re left unstated. It 
is little wonder tha-t comprom-ise takes so long, and it is not 
sU-l'prising that consenSUS leads to laws and programs tha,t faH 
in their objectives or produce new difficulties greater than 
those that have been relieved. 
For these reasons we s,tress the importance of being explicit 
abcut assUDlpHons and interrelating them in a computer model. Any 
concept or assUlllption tha-t CaR be clearly described in words can 
be incorpora'ted iR a compute-r model. When doae, the ideas become 
clear. Assumptions at'e exposed so they may be discussed aad 
debated. 
If the debate oa the assumpti.ons re-ferred to by Forrester is more 
difficult to resolve than solviag the original scheduliag problem it-
self, the requirement fot' a single quantifiable objective is a deterran,t 
to the choice of mathemaHcal progranimbig methods. Typical Of this 
situa,tion is the almost endless search for 'weightiag' factars. Typical 
questions that arise are "Wha't is the eq,livalent beneHt in dolla,rs o,f 
an equal distribution of payload types flown over a one yea,r period?" 
or "What is tradeoff between rhk of being able to hold to an intricate 
schedule wtth little slack as opposed to the dollars saved if such a 
sehedule is fo llowed success fully? " 
14 
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An objective view of the reo.uirement for It single quantifiable 
objective and quantifiable constraints would admit that the resulting 
problems are nct unique to mathematical p,rograuming methods. They 
occur whenever cOlilputer decision-making is employed. It is sa·fe to 
s·tate, however, that the rigorous forma,ts required by a mathematical 
prograll\ encourage greater use of artificial constants, normalizing 
factors, and benefit ratios than do other classes o·f solution algorithms. 
Application via Mathematical Decomposition 
The dimens~onality limitadons imposed by the direct application 
of mathematical prograllll1ing techniques are relieved substantially if 
the problem model lends itself to lIIathematical decomposition. Decompo-
sition is the partitioning o·f a problem into smaller subpreblems that 
can be solved independently but which are related mathematically. 
Because of the ma·thematical relationships that e>tist between subp·reb-
lems, an evetall eptimal selutiefi can be ebtained by iterative solutions 
of the subp.roblems. 
Methods of decomposition a·re "a·ried and nulilerous. Books by Wismerl 
and Lasdon2 a·re e>tcellent references for the mathema·tical detailS of 
available deeomposition strategies. Several examples related to sched-
uling are provided in Volume 2, First lnte·rim Report, Scheduling Lan-
guage and Algorithm Development Study, Febr"ary 1974. 
1 Wismer, David A., Ed., Optimization Methods for Large-Scale System,~ 
••• with applications, McGraw-R:i.ll :sook Company, 1971. 
2 Lasdon, J:,eon S , Op,timization Theory for Large Syste!ilS, The Macmillan 
Company, 1970. 
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Decomposition techniques have extended the utility of mathematical 
programming techniques substantially. Problems that are well suited 
for the direct application o,f mathematical prograpnnil.ng methods may 
often be substantially enlarged and solved throu~h the use o,f decompo-
sHion. However, the class of problems that a·re mathematically decom-
posable is a subset o·f those that can be cast in the appropriate fo·mat 
for a direct application of mathematical p,rogranuning. Thus the effort 
of transforming the problem description to a mathematical model must 
be done before it can be recognized whether decomposition factors a·re 
apprQpriate. For example, a decomposition strategy ealted Generalized 
Upper Bounding is only appUeable to p,roblems that ean be expressed as 
linear programs and whieh in addition have a parti<:ula,r tableau strue-
ture (see Lasdon, 1970, page J24, op. cit.). Thus, if a problem exists 
that is already exp,ressable as a linear p,rogram and is pressing the 
dimensionality limits of taat method, soJite effort is worthwhile in 
cheeking for particmlar struetures amenable to decomposition. 
Howeve"" because not all p",oblems are exp,ressable in forinS amenable 
to mathematieal p'rogramming, and beeause those tha't are cannot always 
be deeomp0seil, the use of 0p,timiZing methods is still restrieted rathe", 
severely. Even when deeoll!PositioR is possible, the !:,esulting sub-
problems may themselves be too la"'ge. Final.ly, the p·racti.cal:!.ty of 
eompu,ter exeeution time mus't be considered when many ite",a'tions through 
la",ge subp,r0blems is required fo·r a single c0nverged solu,tion. 
In ta0se cases where either mataema,tieal 0'" p",actical limitations 
appear inevitable, the advantages of gua",anteed optimality must be 
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sacrificed. Algorithms that produce solutions that satisfy all con-
straints and that appt'oach the optimal objective are called heuristic 
methods. The use of heu,ristic methods for completely solving schedul-
ing and resource allocation problems is discussed in the next section. 
t 2.2 HEURISTIC ALGORI~ 
l 
! Heuristic logic oHers increased flexibility in modeling various 
I" 
I 
problem cha,racteristics. Any method that produces a feasible solution 
but which may not p·roduce the optimal solution is considered a valid 
, 
f heuristic me·thod. Thus, the variety of methods is unlimited; often 
f 
" !~ 
heuristic solution methods a·re devised for a single problem and custom-
f ized to that problem's peculiar characteristics. Thus it is impossible 
" I to construct a rigorous classification of heuristic methods. However, an informal co,rrelation between p·roblem characteristics and heuristic 
t 
i 
! 
characteristics can be made and is used for organizational purposes 
in this section. 
, 
i 2.2.1 Problems With Dominating Network Constraints 
Scheduling p·roblems often deal with activities that a·re related 
to one another by relationships of sequences. Such problems are 
usually described wi.th netwOrk or task flow diagrams. Figu,re 2-3 
illus'tra.tes a portion of a task fLow diag·ralil associated with Spacelab 
operations. :tf durations a·re attached to each element of such a 
network diag,ram, and if the connections in the netwo·rk indicate only 
p·redecessor/successor relation-thips, a schedule can be' generated by 
using ea·rliest sta·rt time decision criteria for each task. The well 
known PERT and Critical Path Methods (Cm) are relevant to this class 
17 
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of problems. A top level logic diagram of time-progressive heuristics 
(as a class) is shown in Figure 2-4. The nature of the sequence rela-
tionsh~p between jobs can be generalized to include more realistic 
relationships. For example, if JOB B must start within three hours 
of when JOB A ends, the relationahip between JOB A and JOB B is no 
longer a simple predecessor. In this doclDllent, job relationships that 
are not s~mple predecessor/successor relationships are called general 
temporal relations. Standard network analysis techniques have to be 
extended to accolll1lOdate such relations. The extensions are a good 
example of how heuiristic methods evolve. As new problem characteir;l.s,tics 
must be accO\IIIIlOda,ted by the solu,tion algOrithm, app,ropria,te logi,; is 
added. Eventually the logic may be a good repire sentation o,f a skilled 
analyst's solution s,trategy, yet a,t the same tiUle it may be limited in 
its generality. 
In p'iroblems where the coastraints include tempo,ral relations be-
tween all jobs (1. e., a network defines the opeirstioas) the algorithms 
that a,re applicable a're those which step through t:tme segments in in-
creasiag or decreasiag oirder. Considering each time inte,rval in turn, 
tlle algorithms assiga sta'rt times for those jobs that can be started 
ia tha,t iaterval. Oi(:tea resource constraints must be coasidered in 
the algorithm to detetmine if jobs can be schecluled in each time frame. 
The characteristic of consideriag time segments ia sequence p,rovUes 
the tem "time~p;-og,ressive" for thiS class Of algor:i.thm. It is logical 
that time-progressive logic is app,ropriate for probleinS with dominant 
temporal relations since any logic Rhould attempt to satisfy the most 
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restrictive constraints first. In the case of network problems, the 
dominating constraints involve time sequencing. There,fore, appropriate 
solution algorithms proceed in a time-sequential fashion. 
Problems d minated by network constra,ints or general temporal 
relations are usually minimIDD time problems, i.e., usually incbde the 
objective of completing all jobs in the shortest span Ume. Modifica-
tion of this objective might include the restriction that maximum 
re~ource demands be limited or even "smoothed". eften the sensitivity 
of the span t~me to complete all jobs to a delay or extension in any 
one job is o,f interest. Critical path analyses can be performed on 
netwo'rk problems in order to determine such sensitivities. Slack is 
a measure 0'£ how much schedule shippage can be allowed in the start or 
finish of anyone job before the entire span time fo·r completing all 
jobs is affected. Computation of slack also requires a time-progressive 
analysis. 
Thus a correlstion exists between problems with dominating network 
or telllporal relations and a type of heuristic rule called a time-pro-
gressive algorithm. Even this weak correl,ation is not complete, however, 
since some problems with netwo,rk constraints have very strong resource 
constraints. In such cases time-progressive logic may not be efficient. 
Problems without dominating network or telDPoral relations a·re discussed 
in the fallOwing subsection. 
2.2.2 Problems Without Bominating Netwol'k Constraints 
Fo,r the sake or brevity, pl'oblems in which network constraints a,re 
misSing or at least non-dominant will be called act1vity scheduling 
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problems. Usually such problems have the objective of fitting as many 
activities into a fixed time period or window as possible. The con-
straints are normally the availability of resources to support each 
job or alternatively the availability of resources in the correct 
state. In activity scheduling problems, it is usually not important 
which order the jobs are scheduled. If some jobs must rcecede others 
it is usually because the predecessor jobs produc'. resources that the 
successor jobs need. Therefore, temporal relations can o,ften be 
removed from the problem model by forcing compliance with sequence 
relations through the use of appropriate required resources for each 
job. 
An example of an activity scheduling p,roblem from the NASA context 
is experiment scheduling in an earth orbital mission. Experiments that 
must be scheduled in short windows (e.g., over certain points on the 
ea·tth) or experiments that are critical to mission success p,rovide the 
dominating constraints. These experiments should be scheduled before 
the less critical or more flexible expe,riments a·re conSidered. 
Heuristic methods for activity scheduling problems are usually 
based on a priority list of jobs. The jobs a're scheduled in order from 
the prio,rity list and are given sta'rt times for 'best fit' to the 
partially completed schedule. The start times are usually not assign-
able in monotonic order, thus the name given to heuristic algorithms 
appropria'te for activity scheduling problems is I time-transcendent.' 
A top level logic flow diagram of time-transcendent heuristic (as a 
class) is shown in Figure 2-5. The decision criteria within time~ 
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transcendent heuristics are extremely customized. Intuitive measures 
of scheduling flexibility are derived by almost every dHfe,rent analyst. 
For example, one might arbitrarily assign a p'riorit.y number to each 
job anc' let the computerized heuristic assign highest priorities first, 
etc. Alternately, the p,riorities could be calculated by the computer 
using some measu're of time slack wJthin a window plus pe,rcentage of 
total resources used. The priority ranking may be computed only once, 
o,r may be reeomputed after every N assignment (where N may va,ry from 
1 to any integer). The variations on this type of logic are infinite; 
therefore, time-transcendent scheduling programs a're tlsually highlY 
specific to a single applica,tion. 
Often activity scheduling problems are overconstrained. There may 
be no solution that assigns all jobs a staert time and also viola,tes no 
constraints. The desired solution may be to schedule as many jobs as 
possible without violathlg any cons'traints or to assign all j0bs but 
to violate the constraints as lit.tle as possible. This latteer objec-
tive is paerticular1y difficult to realize in a computer program. Soft 
constraints caE be handled only if a measure oer ha,rdness is associa,ted 
with each constraint. Usually it is difficult o,r impossible to quantify 
the compa,ra,tive imp"ertance of constraint violatioR. Foer example the 
alg"erithm desig,neer might have to decide if scheduling a sleep peeriod 
f",r a crewman t" start thirty tminu'tes late was more oer less undesierable 
than using lllO% ",f the reconunended RMS poweer f"er two min'"'tes. The sllb-
jectivity of stlch decisions leads to extreme difficulty in designing 
c"DlPute,rized logic:. The need to peil1init the human to make such decisions 
2,'+ 
'. 
is discussed subsequently. However, time-transcendent heuristic algor-
ithms that incorporate logic to handle choices between constraints to 
violate or decisions about constraint softness are so specialized that 
they have very limited general applicability. 
~~ 
't j , 
, J , Some standa·rdized heuristic algorithms do exist, however, and these 
are the subject of the next subsection. 'j ~ 1 
'l j , 
2.2.3 j i :rntegra·ted Heuristic Programs for La·rge Problems 
I 
This subsection discusses briefly fou·r categories of general heur-
isHc algorithms tha·t a·re available in preprogranmed form and which are 
relevant to large scheduling problems. Since references to most o·f 
these techniques have already been made, the emphasis here is on 
functional limitations o·f the technique. 
The first generally avaUable class o·f heuristic algodthms are 
the netwo·rk analysis routines. these routines can produce schedules 
for problems tha.t contain only predecessor or successor constraints. 
Job durations are required also. Fxtension to network analysis methods 
permits the automatic decomposition of la·rge networks into subnetworks 
tha.t contain all their own predecessors and successors, the conversion 
of job networks into event node networks (events have no duration but 
are separated by delays). the assembly o·f separate networks that contain 
,zonunon events, the incorporation of ea·rliest and latest sta·rt t:l!mes for 
I 
;~ 
.~ 
:~ each job (windows). and the incorpo.rat:Lon o·f continuous successor 
,c, 
" 
relat;!.ons (JOB B must s·tart when JOB A ends). The PlANS module Hbra·ry ,1 
:', 
1 
:,~ 
'·l 
(VolUIhe II:r, Phase II Final Report) contains a complete set of extended 
-", 
'1 , network scheduling algodthms. 
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The deficiencies of these algorithms include the following items: 
1. no resource relations are handled; 
2. only a subset of p,roblems described in Subsection 2.2.1 lire 
handled; 
3. only a limited class of temporal relations are handled. 
The well known PERT and Cr.itiaal Path methods are basically network 
analysis algorithms. These techniques have been extended to pe=it 
estima,tes of durations to be given by the problem solve,r and, in some 
cases, to pe="-t resou'rce requiremen,ts for each job to be cOnside,red. 
Althrough the inclusion of resources into a PERT analysis is sometimes 
ealled Extended PERT, it more conunonly is called Project scheduling. 
Project scheduling algo,rithms allow p,roblem resources to be modeled 
as pools of identical items tha,t are substitutable one for another within 
a single pool. For example, a manpewer pool contains a certain number 
ef pe·rsons with a single skill, any e'r all jobs te be scheduled may 
required a certain number of persons with this skill. When a jeb is 
scheduled the peel is depleted ef the number ef persens required by the 
jeb unless that number is net available. Because the pewer ef network 
analysis is coupled with a reseurce model, proj,ect scheduli.ng algerithms 
are very useful. The p,rOblem medel (netwe·rks pllls resource pOols) is 
simple eneugh that logic fer high dimenSional p,reblems can be ~itten 
that executes efficiently. The PlANS lihrary contains a complete set 
of p'reJect capabilities for smeething resource poOL usage, and for 
optional usage e£ centingency resources if necessary to avoid an ext en-
sion e£ the tetal p,roject duration. The functienal deficiencies 0'£ 
project scheduHng algorithms are: 
f 
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1. only p~edecessor/successor tempo~al relations are handled; 
2. only pooled resources are handled; i.e., assignment of specific 
~esou·~ce elements cannot be done. 
Discrete simulation methods are available which can be used to 
solve scheduling problems. GPSS, SIMSCRIPT, GASP, SIMPL/I, SIMPL, and 
others a~e effiective tools ,for discrete simulation. The simHa,rity of 
simula,tion logic to time-p,~og~essive heu~istics is apparent. ']10 unde,~~ 
stand the functional deficiencies of discrete simulation fo~ solving 
scheduling p"oblems, one has to conside~ the dis·tinctions between the 
in,fo·lCntation that is sO\~ght when perfol:'Dling a disc~ete simulation and 
taa,t wAlch is sogght when solvillg a scheduling p·roblem. 
Typically, dhcrete simulation analysis seeks to find where delsys 
occur, or where queues build when various loads and/or contingencies 
occur. The operational policies and facilities are chosen and then 
subjected to hypothetical opera·tional conditions. The objectives of 
the simula·tion analysis a·re usually to configure the opera,t;Lonal system 
in a manne,r to handle ex;pected real environments in an optilnurn way. 
llefo"e each simula,tion, decision rules (usually queueing policies) a·re 
established. l!Jsually tAe desited output is a statistical liteasure o·f 
ope"ational perfo"mance tAat can be expec'ted bom a sta,tistically 
modeled demand p"ofile and/or contingency event p"ofiles. Much of the 
powe" of discrete simulation tools is de,rived from automa,ted sta·t:i,stics 
gatAering and "andom event gene"ation capabilities. 
',J 
Schedul:l,ng, by way of contrast, involves a set o,f defined opera~ 
tions wi.th knoWn (i.e., not sta·tistically modeled) input traffic. The 
objective of solving a scheduling problem is to find decisions that 
wHl utilize the operations facilities and resources in an optimum 
way fo·r single set of tasks. The table below emphasiZes the contrast 
between scheduling and discrete simulation. 
SilllulaU<m 
Decision criteria for opera~. 
tional alternatives are pre-
specified. 
Jobs to occur and event contin-
gencies are usually m0deled 
statistically. 
Objective often is to modify 
0pera.tion p·r0cedures to maxi-
miZe throllghput efficiency 0r 
quantity over a sta·tistically 
described range of requirements. 
Scl1!!du1:!.ng 
Decisi0n crite'cia fo·r opera-
ational alternatives are the 
output objectives. 
Jobs to occur are known alld 
described explicitly. 
Objective is tc maX:lmilZe thr0ugh-
put efficiency or quantity for a 
knoWll set 0f requirements and 
explieitly defined operatienal 
facilities and policies. 
As sta'ted in previeils s"bsections, the satisfactien of scheduling 
0bj,eetives may reqllire a time-transcendent logic which is not pessible 
using discrete simulati011 t001s. However, for preblems ameaable to 
time-progressive legie, discrete simulatioa toe1s used withollt the 
Monte Ca·rlo S·tatistical approach and use in an itera'tive manae·r can 
p.reduce g00d schedules. Figure 2-6 shews a set e·f simulations in which 
the reS0urce availahility level was successively reduced between runs 
in orde·r to effect a sln0e·th reseurce prefile. Siace the scheduling 
preblem was 0£ the ne·tw0·rk~d0minant type (Subsectiell 2.2.1) the result-
ing schedule is cempa·rable to tha·t which w0uld have been p.roduced by 
a time-p·rogressive scheduling algerithm. 
An appreeia'li:ien fer the subtle diffe·rence between scheduling and 
simulati0n ebjeat1ves can be gained through a simple example. Suppese 
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four jobs were to be scheduled; each job had the duration and levels 
of required resou·rces shown in the figure below: 
Resources 
Required ~imum Resource Usage AllowabLe 
31-_ 
2 
1 
o I A 
6 hrs. 
PREDECESSORS: 
None 
I .. 1 B .1 
5 hrs. 
PREDECESSORS: 
None 
C 
5 hrs. 
PREDECESSORS: 
A o·r B 
J D 
3 hIS. 
PREIDECESSORS: 
A or B 
A simulation wh1eh used the simple decision rule of starting each 
job as soon as possible would build the following schedule: 
Resources 
Required 
C 
J 
12 hrs. 
A minimUlll time scheduling algorithlil should diSeover, however, that 
by no·t scheduling either job C or job D when job B ends but rather 
waiting one hour until job A ends p.toduces a shorter schedule: 
Resources 
Requhed 
3 !>-
2.+-........ __ .-
1 l ....... _..--~B __ J.,.,..-I C D 
11 hrs. 
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To produce the p-roper schedule, the user of the simulation code 
would have to recognize that a reordering o-f the start times for jobs C 
and D would improve the output and modify the input by some artificial 
means. He could create a dUIIIIDY job or perhaps program a look-ahead 
decision rule. 'Ilhe look-ahead rule is really logic typical of schedul-
ing and is difficult to program. using simulation tools because of the 
necessity to run the simula,ted clock forward and then backwards again. 
'Ilhus although simulation tools can be helpful, they are not ideally 
suited nor completely adequate for solving scheduling problems. 
THE PROBLEM MODEL - ALGORITHM ~AP 
Neithe-r mathema,tical progr_ing techniques nor generalized 
heu-ristic methods provide all the capabilities needed to solve the 
scheduling and resource allocation p-roblems tha,t are typically asso-
cia,ted with shuttle operations. The operations models are generally 
larger than mathematical progr/!lIll1ling methods can handle, or mo".e com-
plex than heuristic methods can handle. Although decomposition methods 
problems to be solved with Ml" s, the dimensionality gap appea,rs too 
great to expect that current scheduling sys'tems could realistically 
be designed solely around such methods. Histo,rically attempts to 
modify heuri-stic logic to acc_date more complex problem models 
have led to very complex programs that a".e very difficult to debug 
and Which are extremely sensitive to small changes in problem scope. 
Nearly two years of sea'rch~ng for fully automated or autotnatable 
I!lethods to solve the scheduling and resource allocation problems 
31 
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foreseen in shuttle-related applications has led to the conviction that 
a set of algorithms is only a part o·f the answer. lWen with a progrBlll.-
ming language such as PLANS to permit easy development and modification 
ofprog·rams employing the set oj: algorithms, the solution of the cOlllplex 
problems will require iterative approaches. With this realization in 
mind, analyses of man-computer itera.tive and in'teractive solution 
stra·tegies we·re undertaken. The hope was tha,t smalle,r and logically 
less complex algorithms could be linked into a logical p.rocess involving 
man's ability to make decisions based on subjective information, recog-
nized pa,tte,rn and a conceptual understanding o,f constraints and objec-
tives. The results of these investigatio.ns have been very encouraging. 
They a,re reported in the following sections. 
(\2-t"ze~", 
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If the human capabilities are to be exploited in order to provide 
solutions to scheduling and resource allocation tasks that defy entirely 
automated solution, then a fundainental problem is the proper allocation 
of roles for man and computer. This appa·rently straight-forward task 
is evidently not so simple since user-defined systems have not been as 
suceessful as might be imagined. Noncritical acc~tance of user re-
quirements as state!! .by .the user appears to be the first step on the 
road to potential disaster. Most users understand the end product they 
are to deliver (e.g., a schedule or resource profile) but very few 
users fuUy understand and can express verbally or mathematically the 
process that they use to perfo·rm that job. Yet an understanding o,f the 
total job to be perfo.rmed by the total man-computer system is necesqa·ry 
befo·re it is possible to app·ropria,tely allocate tasks to man and computer. 
What is needed then, a·re fo·rmal methods for developing an under-
standing of the total p,roblem solving process. Such formal methods are 
scarce today; resea·rch related to this problem but beyoud the scope of 
this study is being conducted to develop lind improve such methods. The 
sections which follow desc·ribe materials that were used in this s,tudy 
to determine typical user's logical processes in solving scheduling 
problems. 
3.1 METHOJ!)S FOR At.t.OCATING ROI,.ES IN MAN-COMPYTER SYSTEMs 
Proper allocation of roles dl!lDliRds a complete unde~standlng of the 
total ts.sk to be performed by the man-computer system. One method for 
deteJ:'lllining thls total task is to simulate the probl-em solving enviromilent 
33 
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with test subjects as problem solvers who have at their disposal hypo-
! 
I 
I , 
~ ! 
thetical but functionally described problem solving aids. This technique 
is referr"d to here as I paper simulation I. In the ·context o·f this study, 
the problem solving aids a're computet pil.'ogil.'ams. A real implement«tion 
of these programs is not required to conduct a papeil.' simulatiorl. However, 
the functional logic that exists between input and output must be pre-
,,dsely describable so that a 'manual' execution can be accomplished in 
support of the test subjects usage of the 'pil.'ogram.' 
The two paper simulations described he,re led to important conclu-
sions. In the first case, several functional capabilities were dis-
covered tha,t a,re not now supported directly by the PLANS program library 
(see Volume III of this repo,rt). lR the seGond case, a postulated 
problem solving strategy for a major class of p,roblellls was supported. 
This has led to a batch ite·rative program design and la'ter to an inter-
. active scheduling system design using a vector graphics te,rminal as an 
interface device (Section ~.li). 
The seGond paper simulat~on also suppoil.'ted a postulated model of 
useii.' decision behavior that had been fortnulated. The ability to con-
struct such a mod"l was enGouiI.'aging b,acause it p'iI.'ovided a concise and I 
sUiI.'pil.'isingly cOlllplete desc,ription of useii.' logical p,rocesses. If 
decision modeJ.ing could be developed to a fortnalized p,roceduiI.'e it 
would be a lIlajor contribution to the p,roper design of man-computer 
systems. 
3.2 PAPER SlM\JLATI0N 0F ACTIVIT'{ SCHEDULING PR0BLEM 
3.2.1 Introduction 
A paper simulation was performed to study the activity scheduling 
problem. Five people pa·rticipated - two experienced activity schedulers, 
two experienced project schedulers and one naive scheduler. Each subject 
was given a statement of the problem to be solved (see Section 3.2.2). 
Four pa,rticipants requested a graphic aid which was provided as shown 
in Figure 3-1. All participants were requested to record the way they 
solved the problem, specifically the order in which they placed activi-
ties on the timeline, the information they needed to solve the problem 
and any regressions in their logical approach. 
The problem was conceived as a cypical activity scheduling problem 
faeing flight planners on a manned earth orbiting mission. The different 
'experiments' were designed to illustrate typical operating eonstraints 
present on these types 0'£ missions in order to detect how the pa,rtiei-
pants solved problems of this type. 
The Activity Seheduling Problem Statement 
FollOwing is a list of experiments and other 3etivities whieh 
must be scheduled during a two day mission for two crew members. This 
mission :i.s on an orbiting spacecraft and many of the experiments are 
depend.mt upon orbital pa,rameters for their data acquisition. Thus, in 
addition to experiment and aetivity descripti"ns, the scheduler will be 
p,rovided with a listing of orbital parameters neeessa,ry. to perform the 
task. 
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All activities, experiments and other performar.ces alike, must be 
scheduled in a manner consistent with their individual ~l'ecif1ed con-
straints in order to satisfy the mission goals. 
Additional ReJjuests 
1. Please write down the orde-r in which you put the schedl-le units 
on the timeline. 
2. What is the most significant piece of information needed to make 
each assignment to the time line? 
3. What aids would you like in solving this problem? 
4. When you've finished, what kind of feedback would you expect from 
an ana lyti cal source? 
Experiment Descriptions 
A. Du-ration 1.6 hrs. 
Must be performed on each crew member at 24 :!: 2 hr. intervals. 
It must be performed no less than 1.5 hrs. a-fter a meal. 
B. Duration. 3 hr. 
Requires one crew member. It should be performed as o-ften as 
possible with a maximwn of 1.5 hrs. pet day. 
C. ]Jura-Hon. 7 5 hr. 
Must be pe-rformed immedia-tely after every meal for each subject. 
D. Du-ration 1.3 brs. 
Must be performed three times during the mission. Only one crew 
member is required to perform it, but it uses the only piece of 
equipment of type A on boa-rd. 
37 
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E. Duration. 4 hr. 
Must be performed as o·ften as possible for a m·inimum of three 
t 
'. non-concurrent operations a day. Each performance must start 
.1 hr. before orbital sunrise. It requires only one crew member 
for operation. 
F. Duration .25 hr. 
Must be performed once each day on each crew membe·r while he is 
eating a meal. 
G. Duration 2.0 brs. 
Requires one crew member and must :,e performed once per mission. 
It cannot be performed while e><periment E is being perfo·rmed. 
. H. Duration .75 hr • 
Requires one crew member and must be perfo1'l1led onee pe·r mission. 
It must be started during the night cycle. 
I. Duration 2.2 hrs. 
It must be performed when daylight sighting of target is in view. 
The performance requires a one hour set up and a one hour stow 
with the .2 hr. centered over the target sighting. Requires 
both crew members for the set up and performance, but only one 
for the stow. It must be performed as often as possible. 
J. lmration 1.5 brs. 
Requires both crew members. Must be performed once per mission. 
K. lmration 1.6 hrs. 
Must be perfo.Jjned onee per miSE iOll. Requires one c·rew member. 
Requires only picae of equipment of type A 0n bOard. 
,. 
t 
~. 
All of the above experiments should be scheduled according to 
their constraints. However, experiments A, C, E and :r a·re especially 
imjlortant in that their completion goes the furthest towards satisfying 
the goals of this mUsion. The data received for these pa·rticular 
experiments will be degraded if their constraints are not met. In 
particular, I should be perform!!d at eve·ry feasible opportunity. 
In addition to the above experiments, meals must be scheduled 
three times a day and it is deSirable that the crew eat together. 
One hour must be allotted for each meal. 
Meal 1Fl must sta·rt at 0100 ± 30 min. 
Meal 1f2 must start at 0600 + 60 min. 
Meal 4,3 must start at 1200 + 30 min. 
..... 
Each crew member should have a minimuJil of 2. li hou·rs a day of 
personal time which also mus't be included in the schedule. The minimum 
schedule period tor this activity is .2li hours. Each c·rew member mus·t 
have some personal time iDDllediately a·fter tising and it's desirable 
that each one has some time iDDlledia.tel.y befo·re the sleep period. It 
is mandatory that they have some time to themselves in the forenoon 
and the afternoon. 
There are two c·rew membe·rs on this mission. 
The crew must have their sleep to insure the success o·f the mission 
and thus the sleep pe,riod for both crew members (1600~2400 hou·rs day 1 
and 400~4800 hours day 2) is sacrosanct. 
The schedule interval is 48 hours long with each day 24 hours long 
and the sta·rt of the first day is 0000 hours. A mUita·ry clock is used. 
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31 
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DAY /N[(lliT GYCLES DAY 2 
NIGHT CYCLE 
START STOP 
2400 2430 
253@ 26@@ 
21@@ 273@ 
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30@0 
-
303@ 
3130 32@@ 
330@ 3330 
343@ 35@@ 
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38@@ 
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-
44@0 
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-
3@@@ 
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-
32@0 
-
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J 
333@ 3430 
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3i3@ 'J 1 
390@ ! 1 , 
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I 
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423@ 433@ 
44@@ 45@0 
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47@@ 48@@ 
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3.2.3 Results 
The results o,f the simulation indicated that an interactive system 
with graphic aids used iteratively was an effective way to solve an 
activity scheduling problem. It is most efficient to assign the CoJDw 
puter to the mechanical bookkeeping tasks such as placing activities 
on the timeline until a conflict occurs and have the human perform the 
more complicated tasks of assessing which activities need to be re-
scheduled, o·r which constr.aints need to be relaxed in orde·r to resolve 
the conflict. The f,metional capabilities required fo,r solving the 
activity scheduling p,roblem a·te basically wi'fldow o,rderers, window 
finde,rs, window filters and window fillers where a window is a time 
period du·ring which no activities a,re yet scheduled. 
A window finaer would provide the scheduler with the eapability 
to de,termine all o·f the scheduling opportunities, or windows, available 
on the timeline fo·r a certain activity based upon its unique opera,ting 
constraints and requiremen,ts. For eXBlDple, a window finder might be 
asked to find all windows on the timeline greater than four hours in 
dura,tion, during which a plumber is available. A window filte·r provides 
the scheduler w,ith the capability to filter available scheduling windows 
on the time line based on criteria which he specifies, such as eHll1inat-
ing those windews abeve which occur a,fte,r $:30 PM. A window orderer 
er<le'rs available scheduling wh,dows by criteria specified by the user, 
such as shortest duratio.n windows to longest duration windows. A 
window filler weuid previde the sched\ller w:i.th the capability to auto-
matically fill all scheduling Windows, sa·tisfying certain criteria 
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with a specified activity. For example, the scheduler might want to 
fill all windows of duration of :1.5 IM.nutes or less with routine mainte-
nance. 
The functional capabillities just described, together with an 
interactive sys,tem used in sn ite,rative mode would grea,tly simplify 
the COinplicated tssk of solving.activity scheduling problems. 
PAPER SIMULAtION OF PROJECT SCHED1:lLING PROBt.tM 
Introduction 
The object o,f the simulation was to see how difficult or easy it 
was to use a partic," -: :acomposition solution strategy as the basis 
for a scheduling system. A p,rototype system was deUned consisting 
of two automa,ted modules and a set of instructions. A problem was 
provided. The p,roblem could have many solutions. A solution consisted, 
of start times for all jobs needed to launch three shuttle flights and 
the specific resources needed to accomplish each job. 
The prob~em sta,tement and the other 1nfo,rmation p,rovided to the 
sitnula,tion subjects a're piresented here to pirovide the context for the 
conclusions and ireconnnendations which resulted. 
the Proj,ect Scheduling P,roblem Statement 
Piroblem 
Assume tha,t the space tiransp0irtation sys,tem is in. full opera,tion. 
,~( 
'1 
;;~ 
Ap.piroximately 50 flights a yeair are being flown usin.g a fleet o,f boosteirs, ? 
>: 
"~; 
oirbiteirs, etc. The task is that of scheduling 3 flights wh·ich must be .~, ,~ 
lauached between time = 0 and time - 35. To launch these flights, the 
followin.g resources aire to be used; they can. be assumed to be ready 
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to use (i.e., all items which need refurbishing will have been re-
fu-rbished) at time = 0: 
Orbiters IFl35 , 1,806 
Launch Pad 1F7 
Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB's) 
External Tanks (EI's) 
1#511, 1,512, 1,513, 1#514, 1,515, Ifr516 
#201, #213, #227 
Integration Cells (IC's) IF3, 1,6 
Each launch requires the following activities: 
Prepa-re Orbi ter 
Mate Orbiter and Booste-r 
Launeh 
Additionally, orbiters and pads mus·t be refurbished after each use 
be-fore they can be prepai"'ed fo-r another flight. 
"Mate Orbiter and Booster" cannot sta-rt until both the orbiter 
and boos-te-r have been prepa·red. 
Ea-ch flight must be hunched ,luring its launch window. 
La-unch Window S·ta-rt Time Launch Window End Time 
Flight 1 13 35 
Flight 2 15 23 
Flight 3 19 24 
s*t4 • 
Info.tmla'tion about the requirements for ea-ch of the launch-related 
activities (dllradens a·re ia days). 
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ActivityD,e.finitilms 
Pre.pare Orbiter 
Duration - 4 
Resou·rce Needed: 
1 Orbiter 
Prepare Booster 
Duration - 9 
Resources Needed: 
1 External Tank 
2 SRB's 
1 Integration Cell 
Mate Orbiter and Booster 
Duration - 4 
Resources Needed: 
J:,aunch 
I External Tank 
2 SRB's 
1 Orbiter 
1 :tnteg,ration Cell 
Du,ra·tion - I 
Resources Needed: 
I Orbiter 
2 SRB's 
1 External Tank 
1 Integration Cell 
1 Launch Pad 
Refurbish Orbiter 
Duration - 8 
Resources Needed: 
1 Orbite,r 
Refu'rbish Pad 
Duration - 3 
Resources Needed: 
I :r.aunch :pad 
3.3.3 General Desc,ription of the Hypothetical Scheduling Sys·tem 
A job or an activity is des cd bed by specUying its name, duration 
and the resources which must be available for it to be performed. The 
scheduling and resou'rce a11oca,tion system is deSigned to choose start 
MM'] , =.£".~ 
" 
i 
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l j 
j 
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times for a set o,f jobs and assign specific resource items to each job. 
The system works in two phases. In the first phase (Project Scheduling 
Timeliner) start times are chosen to minimize the time at which all 
jobs are completed while satisfying the following constraints: 
a. early start 
~-
(e. g., job A may not sta,rt before time = 5) 
b. sequencing or precedence constraints 
(e.g., job B may not sta,rt before job A is finished) 
c. resou"ce type availability 
(e.g., is some t"uck available from a pool of trucks from 
day 2 through day 47) 
and making a limited attempt to oatisfy the eonstraint: 
(e. g., job A must sta"t at or befo·re time " 10). 
In the second phase (Specific Resou"ce Allocator), specific re-
sou'rce items are assigned to each job without moving any of the jobs 
on the time line; Fo" example, suppose that job A needs the resource 
type: truck. Using the Timeliner job A is scheduled when some un-
specified truck is available. Specific Resource Allocator assigns a 
specific truck (truck ii72) to job A. It is possible to specify that 
the same truck used £0" job A must also be used for job B. 
Comments 
1. Some constraints the use" m!i.ght desire mllY not be handled by 
the softwa"e of the schedul.ing system. The user must there,fo"e 
ite"a·te with the system, changing the real constraints to simplif'!.ed 
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constraints until the real deshed constraints are satisfied. 
To aid in this p·rocess, one table of suggestions is provided 
fo·r modeling tempor .. ~ relations and another for modeling resource 
relations which cannot te handled directly by the system software. 
Examples o·f cODlDOn modeling difficulties are: 
o Resources wi th special descriptors a·re required: 
e. g., job A needs a truck which is fUle,dwit;h f.!1eJ (an 
un.filled truck is not sufficient) 
o Special Timing relations are requirEol: 
e.g., job A must start within 2 days afte·r the start o·f 
job B. 
2. It is entirely pOSSible that one run of the system will yield a 
schedule which is pa·rtially adequate. In that case, it may be 
advantageous to freeze part of the jobs on the timeline manually 
and schedule the remaining Jobs using the scheduling system. 
The two phases o·f the system may be executed in one operation or 
separately as the user desires. U the use·r deshes the Specific Re-
source Allocator to begin immedia·tely upon completion of the Timeliner, 
it must be stated explicitly. 
The explicit inputs and outputs for aach phase of the hypothetical 
scheduling system are described in the foll,owing paragraphs. 
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Phas_e . I - Pro 1-e_c_t. S_che.duling T1meliner 
Inputs: 
For each job 
o job name 
- each job must have a unique name 
(input those desired from the following list) 
o early start time 
- job may not sta-rt be-fore this time 
o late start time - job must start at or before this time 
o sta.,-t time - 1.£ the sta,rt time is input fa.,- a jab, it will 
be scheduled at this time regardless a·f re-
source ar temparal canstrain.t: violatians. The 
Jobs whase start times are specified are placed 
on the timeline first with the ather jabs 
scheduled around them. 
There a-re three cases which can be described using the resources far a 
job. 
If a job requires a resaurce but returns that resaurce loa the poal 
of available resources when the jab is finished, the resau-rce is called 
e.g., required resaurce = 1 truck 
If, at the completian af the jab, t'1e resaurce daes nat return to 
the availability paal, it is called a debt_ed.re_sau-rce. 
e.g., Job A = d-rive truck ta project, required resaurce 10 gal. a·f gas, 
dele,ted resau'rce = LO gal. af gas. 
IJ)I{,£.JI9 
, 
! 
If, at the completioll of the job, a new resource is made lIVailable 
:·1 
to the pool, it is called a generated resour~ce. 
e.g., job A = receive and checkout shipment o,f trucks, required resources 
= 1 warehouse, generated resources - 3 trucks. 
A resou'rce for a given job car ')e specified as required, deleted 
or generated. 
o available resources - number af units of each resou'rce type available 
as a functi~n of time. 
e.g., trucks ~ 5 tUne 0 to time 10 
= 3 time 10 ta tUne 36 
etc. 
Outputs: 
o job start times (for all jabs) 
o violated constraints~ - the ability ta input start times and late 
start canstraints makes it passible that nat 
all cans,traints will be satis,fied. Those ;; , 
1 
constraints which are not satisfied will be , ; 
~ , 
enumerated. i 
,1 
o resou'rce profiLes - far any resaurce type, a list may be printed 1 
out with the number o,f units af that resource 
type used during each t:iIile interval. The 
list must be requested far those resources 
, 
, , 
j 
, 
j j , 
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Phase II - Specific ResJ:tur_ce .. Alloc.ator 
Function: Assign specific resource items from available resource 
sets to jobs whose start times have alr.eady been specified. 
Inputs: 
For each job job name, duration, start time 
job resource requirements 
(1.. e., number of each resource types needed 
plus any descripto.rs on the required resource) 
(e. g., in "truck, color ~ blue" the resou·rces 
type is "truck", th,., descriptor is "colo.r" 
and its required value is "blue"). 
o avaIlable resources - the times that each resource item is available 
and any d,~scriptors which may be required by 
a job 
(e. g., Trucks: truck It57 , available time 
o ~ time 50, color = blue, capacity = I ton). 
0utput: 
- assignment of a specific resource item to 
each resource requirement of each job where 
an item of the right type with the right 
descriptors is available during the job 
interval. 
- a list of all. resource requirements which 
could not be met. 
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" hI 'Llor 
Results 
The results of the paper simulation o,f the project scheduling 
problem indicated that the decomposition soluHon,strategy did enable 
the participants to arrive at successful solutions to the problem. 
All participants used an ite,rative approach to their solutions. They 
agreed that an interactive system is which the computer performed 
tasks, such as checking resource availabilities and assigning job 
. 
start times while the human resolved scheduling conflicts was an 
effective way to solve problems of this type. 
Because the decomposition strategy was effective in providing 
the simulation participants with successful solutions to the project 
4( ;._ 
scheduling pl'oblem, this strategy was imp~emented in a batch iterative 
computer program. In addition, an interactive system was designed based 
upon this approach and has been successful in solving p,roblems o,f this 
type. 
3.3.4.1 Decision Tables as an Aid to Itera,tive Resolution of 
Modeling Temporal and Resou'ree Constraints ~ In the p,roject scheduling 
simulatien, decision tables were develeped fer the participants te aid 
them in determining an app,rept"iate next iteration. In every case, the 
subject elec'ted not to use the tablp,~ to arrive at their solutiensj 
however, it was found that the decision tables did accurately illustra,te 
the solutien process that they chese to employ. These tables are 
included, therefore, as decumentatien ef apprep,riate tegical sequences 
used te reach an itera,tive selution te a preject scheduling preblem. 
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To explain how these decision tables at'e interpreted, a nonsensical 
example is presented below: 
Get Up ot' Go Back To Sleep? 
Conditions: Is it eithe·r Satut'day or Sunday? N N Y 
Is it latet' than 6:30 a.m. ? N Y 
, SuggestioRs: Get up, go to work I, 
t 
N y N 
• 
, 
Go back to sleep I N y 
The table is used as follows. The cORditions at'e questions which 
the user caR answet' ~o dete,rmiRe whi,ch suggestions a're applicable to 
his situation. The questions should be answe·red sequentially from 
top to bottom, since the answe" to one question may make anothe" 
'luestion below it irrelevant. 
The COlumRS of the table a,re sea,rched until a column which 
accu"a,tely reflects the constraint situation is JOound. The s1!gl!ested 
actions B're then found below the double line iR the same coll#DR. 
In the example, the table suggests only whethel' to "get up" or 
"go back to sleep." The firot question is "Is it aithe" Saturday ot' 
Sunday?" If the answer is RO, then the Rext q.ues,tion should be 
answet'ed, "Is it late,r than 6:30 a.m.?" If both questions a,re 
answe"ed RO, the suggestion is to retut'n to sleep. If the seCORd 
answer is yes, the sugges,tion is to get "p. 
If the answer to the first que"tion is yes, (it is Satut'day 0" 
Sunday), the second question is igRored. No matte,r what time it is, 
t 
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go back to sleep. The dash (-) symbol is used in column three to 
show when a question is to be ignored. 
The decision table p·rovides a column of suggestions for every 
cotnbination of answe·rs to the condition questions. If there were no 
dashes, there would be 2N columns, whe·re N is the number of condition 
questions. Since the dashes represent both a ves and no answer to a 
question, one column may serve for more than one answe·r combination. 
3.3.4.2 Application of Decision Tables to the Project Scheduling 
Problem - The follOwing decision tables list cotm!lOn difficulties ell-
counte·red when trying to model the temporal or resource rela,tiolls of 
a problem to input to the Project Scheduling Timdiner. The diffi-
culties may become evident a·t the first modeling or afte·t several 
iterations. 1n either case, suggestions a,re provided which should 
help ill resolving the modeling problem. The suggestiolls a·re related 
to the difficulties through decision tables with expanded descriptions 
oJ: both suggestions alld difficulties followillg. 
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THORA!. RELATIONS :llECISION" TABLE 
S = Sta,rt time 
Y = Yes 
N = No 
= No ocr Yes, Skip Question 
Difficulty Conditions 
1. Are you ha~ing trouble modeling the 
constraint Sx Sy + C? 
2. Are you ha~ing trouble modeling the 
c.onstraint Sx Sy + C? 
3. Are you ha~ing trouble modeling the 
constraint Sx = Sy + C? 
4. For the constraint you a,re trying to 
model, is C dy? 
5. For the constraint you a,re trying to 
model, is itt necessa,ry for job X and 
job Y to be on-g,Jin" c::oncurrently? 
6. For the constrai.!it you acre trying to 
model, it is unacceptable for the pre-
decessors to job X to be forc::ed to be 
c::ompleted before the start of job Y? 
Suggestions (See expanded explana,tion in 
next section) 
A. Make job Y a p'redecessor o,f job X 
B. Make job X a predecessor of job Y 
C. Give jobs X and Y common p,redecessor 
and sue:eesser sets 
ll. I job yf-t\B'1JOb xl 
E. 
F. 
G. 
~"jobX.1 
Combine j<,bs X and Y into one job 
Ccmbi\.ne predec::essors of job X in,to the 
job X-job Y supe'r job 
YYY 
N N 'N 
N N N 
NNN 
N' Y Y 
I 
L 
i I 
i I 
i 
~ 
~ 
yy 
y 
* ll:I.ank boxes undecr suggestions are equivalent to no' 
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D. 
E. 
F. 
EXPANDED ExPLANAT10NS F0R 
TEMP0RM. RELAT10NS TABLE 
Create a d\.mmy job wh1.ch uses no resources but has the proper 
duration. Make job Y a predecessor of the dummy job. Make the 
dummy job a predecesso'r o·f job X. 
Create a d\.mmy event (a job usir'~ no l'esources and of zero 
duration) and a dummy job. Make the dummy event a p,redecesso·r 
of the dummy job and job Y. Make the dummy job a predecessor 
of job X. 
Combi.ne jobs X and Y into one job. Make all p,redecessors of 
either job predecessors of the combined job. SpecUy the reIa--
tionsh-ip between the two job start times. 
G. Combine p,edecessors of job X in·to the .:onglomerate of job X -
job Y, setting the temporal relaHonship between the s'ta"t times 
of each job. 
.\ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
RESOWRCE RELATIONS: DECISION TABLE* 
Explicit descriptors satisfied? 
Does the resource relation you're trying 
to model involve a descriptor which has 
more than two values? 
Are the conunonalitv constraints satisfied? 
Is the resource which is to be common to 
several jobs to be available during the 
times those jobs are not being accomplished? 
Replace resource descriptors with 
approp,riate precedence eonstraints. 
Assign specific resources by input 
speeifieati0Ro 
Nse deleted and generated resources. 
1, See expanded explanations in follOWing section. 
N N N NI N N Y Y 
NNNYYYw-
NINYNNYNN 
I 
I 
NI Y - NY - NY 
yHy,"'" 
N:yIN!YY Y N Y 
, I; -
YNNYNNYN 
EXPANDED EXPI.ANATllONS FOR 
REQaURCE ~TllONS TABLE 
1. & 2. Explicit Descriptors 
1. Are expl~cit descriptors satisfied? 
It is possible to specify that the resources needed for any 
job have certain characte·ristics; for example, job A needs a truck 
that is one ton in. capacity and red. While the specific resource 
allocation of phase 2 attempts to Had a truck meeti'J.g all the 
charazte·ristics, the timelinin.g of jobs is done consideriag only 
that job A needs a truck. The statement "explicit desc·riptors 
satisfied" refers to the fact that job A may have been scheduled 
(ti\ilelined) successfully, but when the specific resource al:!.ocat.or 
sougbt a truck meeting all the reqUirements, none could be fOund. 
2. Does the reSOUrce relation you're trying to model involve a des-
c'riptor which has mo·re thlln two values? 
e. g., the resource truck may have the desc·riptors fueled or 
unfueled and is always in one o·f these two conditions. 
3. & 4. Commonality 
3. Are the commonality constraints sa·tisfied? 
It is often necessary to required that two jobs use aot only 
the same resource type, but the same resource item (e.g., jobs A 
and B both need a truck, in. fact the same truck). It is possible 
to specify that jobs require the same item of any resource type. 
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However, the Timeliner only takes into account the requirement for 
the same resource type. The specific resou,rce allocation o,f 
phase 2 does seek resources which meet the comnon-item requirements, 
but it may not be possible to meet them all. 
4. Is the resource which is to be coiDiDon to several jobs to be avail. 
able during the times those jobs a're not being accomplished? 
Th,"e are two conditions which usually cause the need for a 
cOlllifionality requiremen,t on a resource. 
Condition I (Example) 
Job A is "Beliver power generator to construction team" 
Job B is "Pick up power generator from construction team" 
The resource is truck drive,r and it is desired to use the same 
truck driver fer beth jebs, since he knows exactly whe·re he left 
the generator. Howeve,r, the truck d,t"iver is free to do other jobs 
in between jobs A and B. 
Condition 2 (Example) 
Jeb A is "load the track" 
J·ob B is "d'rive the leaded truck to its destination" 
Job C is "un lead the truck" 
The same truck is desired for Jobs A, Band C. Additionally, 
once the truck begins loading (jeb A), it is unavailable for 
any other jobs IIDtil :!.t is unloaded (job C). 
~ 
1 --~ 
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A. Replace resource descriptors with appropriate precedence con-
stra:l,nts. EX8qlle: 
Rather than using the modeling -
job A, required resource .. truck, condition of truck = filled 
with fuel; 
Use the modeling -
job A, required resource ... truck, predecessor ~ job ll. 
job II '" fill truck with fuel, required resource = truck. 
B. Assign specific resources by input specification. Example: 
job A, required resource = truck It57 
job B, required resource = truck It57 
Specific resource allocation will fill the specific resource demands 
before allocating specific resources to general resource damands. 
c. Use deleted and generated resources. 
Example: 
job A .. load the truck ,,'J, 1 , 
j 
'I 
.~ 
job B = drive the truck to its destination 
job C - unload the truck 
j 
;~ 
j Specify 
q 
.1 
~ j 
~ 
job A, required resource = truck. Beleted resource .. truck. 
j,ob B, (no required resources) 
1 1 job C, (no required resources), resources generated" truck. 
This will cause a truck to becaae unavailable to ot~r jobs a't I 
" 1 
1 the start of job A and become available again a,t the completion 
1 
," 
,:l of job C. 
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3.4 A MAN-COMPUTER STRATEGY FOR SOLVING A LARGE CLASS OF SCHEDUI.,ING PROBLEMS 
The results o,f the Project Scheduling paper simulation which 
allowed the user only two simplified capabilities suggested the develop-
ment 0'£ a complete problem solving strategy. The ability to develop a 
classification for unBatisfied constraints and to define an app,ropriate 
response (Which did correlate with user preference) for each combination 
0'£ constraint violations suggested tha,t the strategy was reasonably 
robust. A more complete description o,f tMs stra,tegy is noW presented. 
The following material has been published by O'Dohertyl. 
3.4.1 Concept 
Producing large schedules and resource utilization assignments in 
a sufficiently short time will require the aid of a computer. One 
possibiHty conside'red for computerized scheduling was a heuristic 
p,rocedure which would try to assign specific resources to an activity 
at the time it was placed on the timeline. However, it was recognized 
that several a,ttempts may bE' required before a time which satisfies 
the constraints is found. Thus a lIumber of unnecessary resource 
assigllments would be made durillg the timelining of each activity. 
Since the bookkeepillg involved ill assiglling specific resources to 
each item is cOllsiderable, it was decided that a reasonably good 
timelille should be developed before an attempt is made to assign 
specific resou'rce items to the activities 011 tha,t timelille. The 
1 R. J. 0' Doherty, "The Nse o,f Pl10ject Scheduling for Mol1e General 
Pl1oblelils: An Application to the Space Transpol1tation System" 
ORSA/TIMS Nadonal meeting, Chicago, IllinOiS, 30 April 1975. 
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3.4.2 
potential of this logical decomposition was suggested by the paper 
simulation described in Section 3.3. A more detailed description of 
an implemented system based on this strategy is now presented. 
Functional Design 
ClassicaUy, project scheduling heuristics have dealt with the 
simpUfied problem of scheduling a network of activities which have 
durations and require resources o·f different types. The network 
defines the sequence in which the activities must occur through the 
use of predecessors. For example, in the network of Figure 3-2, 
activity A must be completed before activities B or C may start and 
both activities Band C must be completed before acti\'ity D may sta·rt 
(A is a predecessor of B, A is a predecessor of C, Band Care prede-
cessors of D). 
Figure 3-2 Sample Network 
:In addition to the network or sequencing constraints on the 
allowable start times for activities, resource constrained project 
scheduling deals with the fac·t that only limited resources are avai L-
able for the p,poJec.t and these must be sha·red by the various p·roject 
Ilctivities. Project scheduling resource constraints are of the pool 
type. That is, the ac.tivities are assumed to require resources 
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which may be drawn from resource pools (e.g., trucks). As long as a 
su,fficient nwnber o,f units of the required resource type is available 
in the pool during any Ume period, it is assumed that the resource 
requirements of the activity can be met during that time period. The 
constraint i.s on the size of the pool or the total number of units of 
each resource type which a're available to all activities in the p,roject 
during anyone time period. 
Since p,recedence constraints are the only temporal constraints 
and pool level limits a,re the only resource related cons'traints con-
sidered in the project seheduling model, the philosophies of the time-
progressive heuristics can be used to produce computationally efficient 
algorithms which satisfy all the constraints. However, these are not 
the only constraints which face the flight scheduler or most industrial 
schedulers. For example, launching a flight within a launch window 
pre.sents the problem of an activity with rigid constraints on the 
earliest and la·test time it may sta,rt. The requirement t" retrieve 
s"lid r"cket b""sters fr"m the ocean after the launch and bef"re they 
sink, presen,ts the problem of scheduling "ne activity within a limited 
time after the occurrence "f anothe,r activity. In general, Temporal 
constraints fall int" tw" categ"ries: Th"se which say that an activity 
may n"t sta,rt before a certain time, and th"se which sayan activity 
must start befo,re a certain time. Those o,f the first type inelude 
'---':-~-=-- - -
the opening "f 11 launeh window and can usually be handled using dummy 
activi.ties (1!cHvtit:ies which require n" resources) as predecess"rs to 
real activities. th"se of the sec"nd type, including the cl"sing "f 
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the launch window and recovering the solid rocket boosters, directly 
conflict with the philosophies o·f project scheduling heuristics. 
While the heuristics try to schedule activities "as soon as possible", 
the activities still may be delayed indefinitely without violating any 
precedence constraints. It is possible to handle SODle of the "must 
start" constraints through mode~ing (see the next section) or by 
increasing the complexity of the heuristic algorithm (see Burmanl ). 
However, it is not possible to handle all "must start" constraints 
without a significan.t increase in algorithm complexity which must 
account for cases in which no solution exists (e.g., an activity must 
be started before time = ~; however, it has a predecessor whose 
duration is LO). 
Just as precedence constraints are not the only temporal con-
straints facing the f1< S'llt preparations scheduler, poolud resources 
do not describe all his l'esource requiremen·ts. Usually in s project 
schedu1ir.g heuristic, the pooled resource required by an activity is 
returned to the pool as soon as the activity is completed (e.g., 
trucks in a truck pool) or the resource is never returned at all 
(e.g., gasoline). The situation for resources which are used over 
and over again but must be refurbished after each use is between 
these two eKtremes. For example, launch pads and indeed most the 
critical resources involved in scheduling flight prepa·rations are 
reuse able but require llefurbisbment. If the launch pad is returned 
1 Burman, P. J., "Precedence Networks for P·roject Planning and Control," 
McGraW-Hill Book Company (UK) Limited, 1972. 
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to the pool iDlDed,iately, another launch m,QY be schedulet.l before the 
launch pad can be made ready. Fortunat~ly, Project Scheduling Time-
liner allows activities to "create" resources, a provision common in 
cODlDercial programs. Using this capability, the refurbishtnen,t situa-
tion can be modeled within the project scheduling framework. 
Other difficulties arise when trying to assign specific resource 
items to activities which have been timelined using a project scheduling 
heuristic. The Specific Resource Allocator assigns resources to 
activities as they occur on the timeline. Once an activity is chosen, 
the Allocator searches th,rough the available resources until one is 
found which is available for the duration of the activity. However, 
there may be a requirement to use the same resource item for several 
jobs. For example, suppose there are two activities: "prepare the 
rocket for launch" al'ld "launch the rocket". The two activities require 
a rocket and in fact the same rocket. II'l this case the Allocator 
searches for a resource item which is available to all the activities 
which have been specified as requiril'lg the same item. If this require-
ment is "ot takel'l into account when the timeline is gel'lerated, it may 
I'lot be possible to fil'ld a resource item available to all the specified 
activities. As will be shown il'l the I'lext sectioil, using the correct 
modeling p'rocedu,res, it is usuatly possible to p,roduee schedules for 
which resour"e assignments satisfying all requirements can be made. 
However. just as some temporal constraints may be violated by timeli"es 
produced by the Timeliner. it may not be possible to make assignments 
satisfying all resource requirements using the Allocator. Thus the 
system must be used iteratively to produce totally acceptable schedules. 
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'£he need for iteration and human intervention to produce final 
schedules is not a surprising result. Indeed, human schedulers have 
always adjusted automatically generated schedules to achieve such 
ha·rd··to-express ,;oals as "don't schedule too much work on the after-
noon be·fol'e a holiday". The automatically generated schedule should 
be considered a tentative schedule, subject to human evaluation. 
The idea of solving problems by generating a good first-cut solu-
tion and then reworking smaller parts of the p·roblem to obtain better 
solutions has been used successfully to parti.tion logic circuits into 
integrated circuit chips (Hanan, et all) and as a strategy for solving 
job shop or flow shop problems (Fe·rguson and Jones2; Jones et al~; 
Dannenbring4). Jones et a1 (1970) discuss an experiment in which a 
mDllber of subjects were given an interactive computer te·:nninal and 
asked to schedule the daily activities o·f a s~mulated machine shop. 
Different tentative schedules can be generated by selecting different 
heuristic rules. The subjects attacked the problem by generating 
several trial schedules using combinations of the heuristic rules, 
choosing a "best" schedule from among the trial solutions, and then 
1 Hanan, M., Mennone, A., Wolff, P. K. Sr., "lte·rative-Interactive 
Technique for Logic Partitioning," IBM Journal 0'£ Research and 
Development, Vol 18, No 4, July'1974, pp 328-337. 
2 Ferguson, R. R., and Jones C. H., "A Computer Aided Decision System," 
Management Science, Vol 15, No 10, June 1969, PI' B550-BS6I. 
3 Jones, C. H., Hughes, J. I.., and ElIIgvold, K. J., "A Comparative 
Study of Man&gement Decision-Making from Computer-Terminals," AFIPS 
Spring Joint Computer Conference, i9iO, pp 599-607. 
4 Dannenbring, Iil. G., "An Evaluation of Flow-Shop Sequencing Heuristics," 
Oll.SA/TIMS National Meeting, Boston, 1974. 
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using the interactive capability of the terminal to fine-tune the 
"best" schedule. Currently we a-re in the p-rocess of adding allowable 
priority indices to the Project Scheduling Timeliner and giving the 
system an interactive graphics capability so that a similar app-roach 
may be used for scheduling flight preparations and projects _ in general. 
The philosophy for using the system then is as follows. First 
of all, model as much of the p-roblem as possible within the project 
seheduling framework. Secondly, generate a ten,tative schedule using 
the Project Seheduling Timeliner. If the tempo-ral eonstraints of the 
problem are not satisfied by the sehedule, several optians are apen. 
The activity start times which are satisfaetary could be frozen at 
the values suggested by the Timeline-r, addHianal cci>nstraints added 
ta the modeling aad the Timeliner used ta sehedule the remaiaing 
activities. The st"rt times of aetivities involved in difficult 
constraints cauld be frozen at val'les which would sa-tisfy the can-
straints and the Timeliner used an the remaining activities; ar the 
start times af activitie:, in trouble spats could be shifted manually. 
Onee the timeline satisfies the human sched" ler, the Specific Resource 
Allaeatar is used to assign resaurce items ta the activities. He-re 
again, if the allaeatians are not satisfaetary, the human scheduler has 
the optian to freeze some af the assil1;nments, manipulate some af the 
resource requirements and use the Alloea.tar again, or manually manipuw 
la·te the assignments. The ne>!:t two sectians present a mare de·tailed 
discussion of the Time liner and a concrete 8>!:ample of the applieaUan 
af this philosaphy ta a flight prepa·ratians scheduling. "oblem. 
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The computer implementation of the decomposition strategy Just 
described has taken the fo,rm of three segments of software. The 
second and third segments correspond to t'le time liner and explicit 
resource allocator alluded to in previous sections. The first segment 
is an input processor that automatically creates jobs to be scheduled 
} i 
" i r from the input problem specification. This three segment ,.,.'chitecture 
1 , 
/!. i ! , (; 
~ r 
r 
is shown in Figure 3 ... 3. A more detailed discussion of the software 
segments follows. 
The p,roblem chosen to demonstrate the solution strategy is a 
complex flight assignment problem with resource allocation, designed 
to be easily modified to make tradeo,ff analyses and as requiremen,ts 
grew and change. There a,re two basic flight sequences of operati,ons 
defined and these can be coupled and modified in any way the user might 
want to describe his problem. As wa~ mentioned, the code was divided 
into three parts. The first part is essentially a p,rep·rocessor of 
stand,.rd data. The flow chart in Figure 3-4 illustra,tes the logic 
flow. The first step is to copy into local storage only tha,t part 
of the da'ta base necessary to solve the current problem. From the 
resultant d'ata subset, a jobset is generated which contains all 
operational ann reSOli'l1ce requirements necessa,ry to schedule each job. 
All flights are ex~ined to determine lqhethel' the jobs in the pa,rticularr 
flight seql!enGe al'e defined co,rrectly for the payloadS assigned to 
that flight. If modif:i,;::ations to the job definitions or resource 
requirements a're necessary, they are made in the jobset. Also, if 
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special jobs al:'e I:'equired fo'r the flight, they a're added into the 
jobset. 
The secol1d part is the time liner where the schedule is built 
based 011 pooled resouree availability. The logic flow is illustrated 
il1 Figure 3- S. 
the Project Sehedulil1g Timel~l1el:' basically works by stepping 
thl:'ough time, schedulil1g eligible activities from a pl:'ioritized list. 
The activities a,re eOl1sidered eligible as soon as time reaches the 
ea,rly start limit for the activity. The activities are pl:'iol:'itized 
based 011 late stal:'t time limit, slack and activity duration. Early 
start time limit, late s,tart time li,mit and slack a're il1itially detel:'-
mined by the Critieal Pa,th Method (CPM; see Kelleyl). 
CPM dete~ines al1 early start limit al1d late start limit based 
s01ely 011 the aetivity durati0ns al1d the netw01:'k 01:' predecessor C011-
straints. The ea,rly sta'rt limit is determil1ed as the ea,rlies't time 
all the pl:'edeCeSs01:'s of al1 aGtivity could be finished, the latest 0f 
the pl:'eneCeSs0r ea,rly finish times. The lates,t of the early fil1ish 
times f0,r all the activities is the eal:'lies't p0ssible fil1ish time f0r 
the pr0joect, the time aot which the p,r0jeGt e0uld be fil1ished if the,re 
were n0 reS0urce c0I1s'traints. ORGe the earliest p,r0ject finish time 
has beel1 established, CPM w0,rks backwal:'ds thr0ugh the pr0j,ect activi-
ties fil1dil1g the la,test time at which a job c0uld be sta,rted with0ut 
1 Kelley, J. ~., Jr., "The Critical-Path Method: Res0urces Plal1l1i11g 
al1d Sehedulil1g," Chapter 21 of Industrial Scheduling, J. F. Muth al1d 
G. L. Th0mpS011, ed., Prentice.-Hall, Eaglew00<l Cliffs, New Jersey, 1963. 
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iaereasing the p,roject eady fiaish time. This is dete,rmilned reeur~ 
sively as the latest time aa activity could be sta'rted so that noae 
of its successors (if A is a predeeesso,r of B, B is a suecessor of A) 
are forced to delay the pJ'oject early fiRish time. The difference 
betweeR the ea,rly aad late start limits is the slaek o,f the activity 
or the size of the time interval withia which the activity caa be 
schedaled without impactiag the pr.Jjeet early fiRish. Slack is a 
measure of the fltriRgeRcy of the temporal cORstraints OR aa aetivit 
These activities whose slacks are zero must be scheduled as sooa as 
their predeGessors have beea fiRished if the project eady fiaish 
time is to be maintaiaed aad are said to be OR the critical path. 
If, ia additicm te the p1'edecessor cOl1straints ea aa activity, 
there we,re alse a direGt C'lI'lstraiat oa the ea,rly start time, it could 
be modeled by Iilsiag a dummy predeGessor. The durati,lI'l of the dlilmmY 
activity weuld be the differeace betweea the early start time limit 
amd the start time for the schedule. Siaee the comstrained activity 
canaot start until all its predecesso,rs are cemplete, the early start 
limit whieh results frem CPM will be at least as grea,t as the direct 
ea,rly start limit. The same effect can be achieved by allowiag the 
user to inplil,t the early start time limH directly to the Preject 
Scheduliag Timeline·r aad making a miner Iiledificatien to the CPM cal-
culatioas. After the latest ef the early :!;inish times of all pre de-
Gessers ef 8I'l activity has been found, it is cempared te the direGt 
f early sta;rt limit and the mere striagent er late,r ef the twe limits 
; 
l is used as the early sta~t U;mit. , 
i 
I So 
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Direct constraints on late s,tart limits could also conceivably 
be modeled using dummy activities. The duration of the dummy would 
, 
t t' , , t. ! , , t f , , , j.' i h 
t 
be the difference between the project early finish time and the late 
start limit; but the project early finish time is not known a priori. 
Howeve,r, an approach simila,r to that used for direct constraints on 
early start limits can also be used for late start limits. The earliest 
, 
f ~ of the late start limits of the successo'rs of an activity is compa,red ; 
t 
~ 
to the direct late start limit and the more stringent or the earlie,r of 
! 
the two limits is used. Now if an activity is started at a time later 
than its late start limit, it means that either the project early 
finish time will be increased or that an input late start limit will 
be violated. Slack retains its value as a measure of '.:he stringency 
of the temporal constraints (network, early start and late • Lo>1"t) • 
Jj)irect inp"l of late st:art limits makes it possible tha,t an 
activity's slack may not only be zero but negative (e.g., "n activity 
has a la,te start limit of 5 and a predecessor of duration 10. The 
slack is -5). III such cases it is not possiMe to satisfy all the 
temporal cOllstrain,ts' evell with unlimited resou'rces. Timeliner allows 
the use'r to choose whether to te'1'IlIinate execu,tion if nega,tive slack 
is found or Gontinue. 
Once the early sta'rt, late sta,rt and slack have been determined 
for all activities, the Timeline,r begins to s,tep through time, Bched-
uling activities from a prioritized list at each time point. Activ-
ities from lo!.e lis,t a're scheduled at the current time point as long 
as resources are avaUable. If an activity is not scheduled at its 
ea·rly start time, its slippage may affect the early starts and thus 
the slacks of its successors. If the activity has nega·tive or zero 
slack and must be slipped, the p·roject length may ·be extended and 
the late sta·rts and 3lacks of other activities may require adjustment. 
Timleliner dynamically adjusts early sta·rts, late starts and slacks to 
account for slippage beyond the early start limits of act! vities. 
Howeve·r, it does allow activities to be slipped beyond their original 
late start limHs. 
To de.terrniBe whether sufficient resources are available to 3ched~ 
ule an activity at a giveB time, it is Beces'sary to know what is needed 
aBd wha·t is available. The amount of each available res"urce is 
sp",,,ified as a peol level a1!ld is allowed to vary from time unit to 
time unit. timeli1!ler also allows the user to specify for each resource 
Beeded for an acUvity the time interval o,r intervals over which the 
res,,"'rce is Beede I, and an initial aRd final. quantity for each time 
interval. The initial qHantity is the amoHnt which will be sHbtraeted 
from the reso"'rce pool for the duration of che interval. the fiBal 
quant i ty is the amount which is ret",rned to the poo 1 a,t the end of 
the iThterval, If no iB,terval is specified, it is assumed tha,t the 
resource is required for the duration of the activity. As will be 
shoW>! iR the example, the eapability is very usefHl in modeliBg compleK 
aetivities aBd refurbishment. 
The third part of the ba,tch flight support program e*Illicitly 
allocates the resou,rees to the jobs on the schedule buil.t by the time-
liBer. The first step in this pr"cess is t" build the resou,rce 
;;,1416 7 
,e"l':M 
commonality graups (see Figure 3-6). All jabs far each flight requir-
ing resaurce_s of the same type a-re grauped tagether ta insure tha-t they 
will all be allacl<ted cOllllllan resaurces. @nce these requirement graups 
a-re gene-rated, then the explicit allacatian af resaurees begins (see 
Figure :1-1). 
The schedule is exam-ined taking each jab in arder. Each resaurce 
type requned by this jab is examinee. A determinatian is made whether 
Or not this jlllb belongs to a cOllllllonality graup fo-r this resou-rce type. 
If it does not and the user has explicitly alloca-ted a resource to fill 
this need, that resource is checked to see if it ;i.s availablu and in 
the proper state for assignment to this jlllb. If it is not, eontingency 
levels are checked. Finally, if the resourGe can be aSSigned to this 
job, the neGessary boekkeeping is dene te rece-rd the fact that this 
reseuree is assigned fer the dura,tien ef the jeb's requirement. If 
this resel'l1:ce is net available e'r not in the p,roper state fe-r assign-
ment te this jeb. tha,t fact is eutput. Whateve-r the result, the alger-
i thm then preeeeds te the next reseurGe type fe,r this jeb. 
If the user has net specified a reseurce. and the jeb is still net 
a member ef a requirement greup. the available speGifiG reseurces are 
examined te see if the jeb's requirements are met by any unassig,ned 
reseurces. If there is an available resourGe sa'tisfying the job's re-
quirements, its Rame er identificatien is recerded and the necessary 
beokkeeping is dene. If there a,re ne available reseurces, then GentiR-
gency le_vels are examined. If there still are no reseUl:ces of this 
reseuree type available fer this job. that fact is <'utpu,t. In eithe-r 
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case, the algorithm then p·rogresses to the next resource type required 
by this job. 
If this job does belong to a requirement group for this resource 
type, thell. the explicit allocation i.8 more complica,ted. The resource 
that is to be explicitly allocated must be examined not only to see if 
it satisfies the requirements demanded by this job, but also to see tha,t 
it satisfies the requirements damanded by all jobs belonging to that 
commonality group. The firs·L step is to determine if any specific 
allocati0ns have already been made by the user. If they have been, 
then it is necessary to determine if they satisfy the requ~rements 0f 
the 0ther jobs in the requirement glCOUp. If they d0, thea they a,re 
assigned to the j0bs aad all b00kkeepiag is dC;)Re. If th"" d0 n0t aad 
c0rttingency reS0urces also fail, then that fact is 0utput and the 
alg0rithm proceeds to the next reS0u,rce type f0r the 0rigiaal job 
beiag haadled. 
If the user has a0t made previous explicit al10ca,ti0Hs, then all 
res0urces are. examined to see if any are available which sa,tisfy the 
t0tal needs of all j0bs be10nging to the requirement gr0up. Il none 
exist, even after G0ntingel1cy levels a're examined, then tha't faGt is 
0utput and the alg0rithm pr0ceeds to the next reS0urce type f0r the 
0riginal j0b. If the're is an explicit reS0urce available which sa,tis-
fies the requirements 0f all the jobs in the requirement gr0up, it is 
assigned to the j0bs and all the rtecessary b00l<lkeeping is d0ne and the 
algorithm p·lC0ceeds as ab0ve. On"e all the resource requirements have 
been eXI!!Difled f0r a given job, then the algorithm p,r0ceecls 100 the next 
j0b in the schedule. 
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3.4.4 COIIlputational Experience 
3.4.4.1 Test Case Description To illustra,te the use of the 
Timeliner and Allocator, consider the folloWing "xample problem. A 
payload going to low earth orbit is to be launched between time - 13 
and time = 35 with time measured in days and current time = 0. To 
accomplish the miSSion, the fol:1owing activities must occur. An 
orbiter must be outfitted to handle this particular payload and the 
payload installed in the orbiter. Call the activity "Prepa're Orbiter." 
The SRB I S must be .1ctached to the tank (Prepa're Booster). The booster 
(tank plus SPJlI s) and the o·rbiter must be mated (Mate). The entire 
Shuttle must be brought to the launch pad and launched (Launch). The 
Shuttle must take the payload to orbit, deliver it and retu'rn (Mission). 
The launch p.reparations and flight can be presented as a netwo,rk 
(see Figu,re 3-8), with the launch window constraint being handled using 
direct constraints on the early and late start tillle of the activity 
Launch. Init;ially, the only resources which will be considered are 
the orbiter, the tank, the two SRE's and the launch pad. The orbit"r 
is required by all activities except Prepa,re Booster, the tank and 
SRIl'S by all activities except Prepare Orbiter, the launch pad only 
by the activity Launch. 
Ordina,rily, the scheduling for this flight would take place as 
part of the scheduling for many flights. The,refore, it must be insared 
that the o,rbiter, SRIl ' s anc! launch pad are /Ill in a useable condition 
before they a,re employed. This can be accomHished by including the 
refurbishment activ~ties as part Of the netwo·rk for a single flight. 
- (Uts ;~ 
! j 
, 
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~ j 
Prepare 
Orbiter 
Prepare 
Booster 
Mate 
Figu·re 3-8. Sample Flight Network 
Mission 
The conVenC:L0a caa be established that the equipment is either refur-
bish~d 0r tmrefu·rbished whea it is received by the particular flight 
aad must be returned in the same c0nditioa. Here it is asslUDed that 
ttle equipment is refurbished so that the refu·rbishmea·t activities can 
be added at the end of the aetwork (see Figure 3-9). 
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Two difficulties arise when trying to decide the project sched-
uling resou·rce requirements for the network of Figure 3-9. Once the 
activity Prepa·re Orbiter has begUn, the orbiter is not really avail-
able to other flights until it has been refurbished. If the problem 
is modeled so that Pl'epare 0rbiter requires one orbiter initially 
and finally, Mate requires one orbiter, etc" the orbiter would be 
returned to the pool between the occurrences of these activities, and 
other flights might be scheduled based on its p,resence. Also, the 
activities within a single flight would be scheduled as soon as any 
orbiter was available, not necessa,rily the same one. To overcome 
these problems, the following model can be used. The first activity 
to require the orbiter (in this case Prepare Orbiter) has a resource 
requirement whOSe initial quantity is one and Whose final quantIty 
(the amount returned to the pool) is zero. Thus, once the p·repara-
tions have begun, the orbiter is unavailable to any other flights 
and if it is not refurbished, it never will be. The activities Mate, 
Launch and Mission no longe,r require an orbiter. If an orbiter was 
available for the scheduling of Prepare Orbiter and their predecessors 
have been scheduled, they can be assured th"l" the conditions necessary 
for their occurrence have been met. The activity Refurbish Orbiter 
has a resou,rce reqt!irement whf'se initial value is zero and final value 
is one, It may occur as soon aftet the mission is complete as all its 
resou:i'ce requirements can be met. When it ;.s finished the orbiter 
will again be available to other flights, In this way flights will 
be time lined only when the same orbite·r is available fo·r all the 
activities of t~,e flight which require it and the requirement to assign 
the same orbiter to the time lined activities can be met. A similar 
task can be taken lior the other refurbishable reSOllrces. 
It should be noted that if a time-transcendent heu,ristic time-
liner (one Which does not step sequentially tarough time) is used with 
this modeling, it is easy to encou.nter conditions under which activities 
canno,t be timelined. Since time-transcendent timeliners schedule activi-
ties as they occur in a p'rioritized list, high p,riority activities which 
occur late On the timeline will be placed oa the timeline first usiag 
their required resources. Lower p'riority activities might be able to 
use aad refurbish the same resources befo're the late,r activities need 
them. However, the lower priority activity which first requires the 
resources caaaot be scheduled unless the resource is available i!o,r the 
remaiader of the scheduling horizon, which j t is not. A pa,rallel heur-
. istic like Proj,ect Scheduling Timeliner steps through time scheduliag 
the eligible activities and thus avoids the problem. 
The modeliag used lior the refurbishable resou-rces in the sample 
liligat network is suHicient to aandle the p,roblem of usi"g rhe same 
reseurce fer a set ef activities when ne activity eutside the set may 
use the reseurGe until the set is cemplete. A different p-reblem arises 
when the same reseurce is needed but it is free fer use by outside 
activities between the occurrences of the activities in the set. For 
e"$1ple, !it may be required that the same technician who performs one 
group of tests perm rm a la,ter group of tests. The techaiciaa is free 
to work oa othe'r activi.ties between the tests. No sati.sfactory modeling 
'I; 
1 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
has been found to insure that the same technician is used for the 
tests and to allow the technician to be part of a pool between the 
tests. 
Besides the refurbishment activities, the activity Recover SRB 
was added to the original sample flight network (se( ~igure 3-9). 
This activity pl"esents the additional difficulty that it must be sched-
uled almost illlDediately after the launch so that the SRB's are not 
damaged. The constraint cannot be expressed directly within the Time-
linel" model. Howevel", it could be handled as follows. Suppose that 
to recovel" the SRB's l"equires two ships. The ships take thl"ee days 
to sail to their positions and thl"ee days to pick up the SRB's and 
retUl"n. The constl"aint could be thought o·f as a l"equirement not to 
schedule the launch until thel"e al"e two ships available for the thl"ee 
days pl"eccding and succeeding the launch. A resource l"equil"ement for 
ships could be added to the activity Launch. Assuming that the actual 
liftoff occurs at the end of Launch, the intel"val ovel" which the ships 
are· l"equil"ed would be -2 to +4 measured fl"om the sta.l"t of Launch. The 
activity Recov."~·RB is added to the network l"equiring no resou,rces 
so tha,t it will be scheduled as soon as its p,redecessor Launch is 
completed. 
The modeling presented he,re is sufficient to pl"ovide good schedules 
fo,r the sample fligfit p·reparations scheduling problem with almost no 
fiRe tuning. However, it is not implied that all constraints CaR be 
maRipula.ted it"to a p'l"ojec,t scheduling format, heRce the Reed for itel"a-
tion aRd humaR intervention as illustrated in Figure 3-10. 
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i~' iH.llstrate their use, the Timeliner and Allocator were executed 
manually_OJ} the following problem. With the initial time being zero, 
three flighta drust be scheduled within the launch windows shown in 
Table 3-1. 
Flight 
Flight 1 
Flight 2 
Flight 3 
Launch Windows 
sta,rt time end time 
14 
16 
20 
Table 3-1 
Example Problem Launch Windows 
36 
24 
25 
Each flight 'll'equires scheduling o,f all the activities of Figure 3-9. 
The duration of each activity and the resources which must be p'resent 
to accOl!~plish it a're shown in Table 3·-2. The activity durations and 
the lil"",""ch window times are given in days. 
Ac.t:i.vity 1>uration Required Resou1'ces 
Orbiter Tank SRB IC P<td Ship 
Prepa1'e O.rbiter 4 1 
Prepare Booster 9 1 2 1 
M,lte 4 1 1 2 1 
Launch 1 1 1 2 1 
Ml.,ssion 1. 1 
Refurbish Pad 3 1 
Refurbish Orbiter 7 1. 
Recaver SRB 3 2 2 
Re,fur,bish SRB 80 2 
*rc - Integ'ration Cell, gantr:v-Hke c\ev:i.ce used to suppo,rt the space 
shuttle parts durirtg ar.sembly. 
fable 3 ... 2. Dur<tH'",s and Resou'rces Needed for 
Example Problem Activ!t~es 
t I' r Y 
! I":'· ~ t ; 
f 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The number cf each resource available for use in scheduling the 
activities is shown in Table 3-3. All resources are asswned to be 
re,furbhhed and ready for use at t:l.me zero and available to the three 
flights throughout the scheduling horizon of the problem. 
Resource 
0rbiter 
Tank 
8RB 
Ie 
Pad 
Ship 
Nwnber Available 
2 
3 
6 
2 
1 
2 
Table .303. ReSOllrces Available for Example Problem 
3.4.4.2 Test Results - The Timeliner was first executed with the 
resources modeled exactly as they appea'r in Table 3~2. In addition to 
the ordinary precedence constraints the launch window sta,rt and end 
times were used to provide temporal constraints fo'r the activity Launch. 
Since the actual liftoff was assumed to occu'r at the end of Launch, 
the early start and la,te sta,tt consltraints ,mich were put on the activ-
tty Launch fOir each flight were one day earlier than the launch window 
constraints. The duration of the activity Re,furbish SRB was much 
longer than those of otheir activities and enough SRB's we,re specified 
in the problE!lJl statement SO that no SIUI was needed fOir more than one 
:flight. Theirefoire, the activity Refuirbish SRB was elillld.nated. The 
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~ activity Dispatch Ships (duration = 3) requiring two ships was added 
~, 
t 
1 
t i-
as a predecessor of Recover SRB to allow time fo,r the ships te, arrive 
on station before the SRB's are dropped. The timeHne generated using 
" I 
~:,. 
this modeling is shown in Figure 3-11. While the explicit precedence. 
i 
t , , earl.y start and la,te start constraints were met, the timelin!! is far 
r 
from sa,tisfactory. All three flights must share the same pair o·f 
recovery ships. However, the ships a're dispatched for flights 2 and 3 
befo,re they have re tu,rned from recovering the SRB' s for f1 ight 1. The 
activity Prepa,re Orbiter fll',' flight 3 is scheduled afte'r both orbiters 
have been prepa,red for flights 1 and 2 but before either orbiter has 
been launched and refurbished. For the time line , no specific a1loca,tion 
of reSotlrees elUl meet the requirement tha,t the same erbiter and the 
same integra'tion cell must be used tbroughout each imily:.Jual flight. 
Indeed, the m;i.ssien for flight 2 is delayd 4 days a.£ter its taunch so 
tha,t the erbiter for flight 2 lOan be used in the Mate activity fer 
flight 3. 
In order te predHee a Umeline fe,r which sa,tisfaeotry specific 
res'Ju'ree a11eeations eOHld be made, the resource modeU.ng diseHssed in 
the p,revieus sectioR was employed. TheR, sinee the reqHirement to 
allow time fer the ships to sail to the SRB reeovery point is met by 
making the ships a resou'ree required by Launeh, the activity l'Jispateh 
Ships was eUminated. The resouree modeling used fo,r this exee .. tion 
of the Tiineline,r is shown iB Table 3-4. The timlJline genera,ted is 
shown in Figu,re 3-12. 
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Activity Duration Required Resources (initial/final) 
Orbiter Tank SM Ie Pad 
Prepa·re Drbiter 4 1/0. 
Prepa·re Booster 9 1/0 2/0- 1/0 
Mate 4 0./1 
Launch 1 
M·ission 1 
Refurbish Pad 
Refurbish Drbiter 7 0/1 
Recover SRB 3 
* Interval over which 2 ships a·re required is -2 to +4 
relatIve to start of Launch 
Table 3-4 
Modeling l!1sed for Second Timeliner Execution 
1/0 
0/1 
Ships 
2* 
The time line of Figure 3-12 has none of the unacceptable traits 
of the firs't timeline. The orbite·r used for flight 3 is not prepared 
until the orbiter used for flight 1 has flown its mission and been 
refurbished. The launches are separated by enough time so that the 
recovery ships can leave po·rt, sail to the SRB recove·ry a·rea, recover 
the SIm's and return them to port before the ships are needed for the 
next launch. It would even be possible to assign the same orbiter 
and integration cell for all the activities that need them within each 
Hight, However, r..aunch for flight 3 is scheduled for time = 30 making 
its liftoff at time = 31. The launch window for flight 3 ends at 
time'" 25. 
The second execution of the Timeliner has provided a time line' 
which meets most of the constraints and focuses attention on flight 3, 
which has the smalles·t launch window. Since flight 1 has the latest 
ending launch window, it would be logical to delay flight 1 until 
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I , flight 3 has had a chance to use the critical resources. This could be aceomplished by fixing the start times of Prepare Orbiter and P·re-
~, 
! pa·re Booster for flight 3 at time = 0 or by making those activities [ 
, p,redecessors of Prepare Orbiter and Prepare Booster for flight 1. The 
1: 
~- third execution of the TimeHner was made using the same modeling as 
• f-
~-' 
, the second execution with Prepa'lOe Orbiter folO fligh,t 3 added as a 
;' 
predecessor to Prepa,re Orbiter for flight 1 and Prepa'lOe Booste'r fOI: 
~. [, 
: ..
flight 3 added as a pl:edeeessor of Prej>a,re Boostel: fOI: flight 1. The 
timeline generated using this modeling is shown in Figul:e 3-13. This 
time line avoids the unsatisfactol:Y aspeets o,f the first timeline and 
meets both the precedence and launeh window eonstraints. Thel:efore, 
the Alloca,tor was used in an attempt to assign specific resou·rees to 
the aetivities as time1:", • .' in Figure 3-13. 
The results of the alloeation a,re shown in Table 3-Ji. For the 
modeling used to genel:a,te the Figure 3-13 titneline, it is suffieient 
to speeify that the aetivity whieh makes a resouree ~navailable and 
the activity which retu,rns that resou·ree to availability use the same 
resoul:ce item. The allocation of Table 3-Ji meet.s this requirement. 
Thus, all the tempo·ral eonstraints and resouree requirements o·f the 
sample p,roblem have been met. 
, 
The philosophy used in solving the sample p'roblem was to aeeount 
£01: as many c"ns'trainte as p"ssible throt!gh modeling (second execntion). 
iso1a,te the remaining viola,tions (flight 3 launch wind<>w) and manipulate 
the inputs to the Timeline·r to allow the eonatraints to be satisfied. 
While the specific allocation made afte·r the thir<i Tillleliner execution 
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ACTIVITIES 
Flight 1 
Prepare Orbiter 
Prepare Booster 
Mate 
Launch 
Mission 
Refurbish Pad 
Refurbish O1'biter 
Recover SRB 
Flight 2 
Prepare Orbiter 
Prepare Booster 
Mate 
Launch 
Mil.ssion 
Re·furbish Paf 
Refurbish Orbiter 
Recover se 
Flight 3 
Prepare Orbiter 
Frepare Booster 
Mate 
Launch 
Mission 
Refurbish Pad 
Refu·rbish Orbiter 
Recove·r SRB 
ORlUTER 
fl1 
411 
1/1 
111 
, 
I 
112 
112 
-- .. -- --,.-~ .... - ---
RESOURCES 
TANK se 
fl3 f15, fl6 
I 
I I I 
I I , I I I 
I 
I , 
fl1 I fl1, 1/2 i , 
: I 
0 I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 112 1/3, 114 
I 
TABLE 3-5. Specific Resource Allocation 
for T$meline o·f Figure 3-D 
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fl1 
fl1 
fl1 
411 
I 
0 
1 
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411 
fl1 
III I 
111 
1/2 
112 
lFl 
411 
-
SH[P 
f11, 412 
411, 112 
1/1, 112 
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was satisfactory iDlDediately, other problems may require :further 
Timeliner or Allocator iterations based on information gained from 
unsuccessful specific allocations. 
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l 3.5 A SYSTEM CONFIGURATION COMPATIBLE WITH THJi: MAN-COMPUTER STRATEGY 
I 
f 
3.5.1 Dialog Methods for Scheduling 
f Selection of a dialog method is an important element in the 
, 
i; 
I i , j, functional design of an interactive computer system, since it may affect the choice o·f hardware, grossly impacts the system software design, and has some potential impact on the underlying computational 
~ 
I 
softwa·re. Many dialog methods are available, differing in the type 
of information which can be exchanged between man and computer, the 
speed of the conversation, and the knowledge and skills required 
o·f the user. Selection of a dialog method may involve a trade-off 
between desirable functional capabilities of the dialog and cost 
impact on the computer system. 
Certain dialog properties a·re clearly desirable in an inter-
active scheduling system. First, it is highly desirable that the 
dialog provide for graphical displays, since much of the information 
needed by the schedule·r in orde·r to make his decisions is naturally 
expressable in a gra·phical form which is already comprehensible to 
him. It is absolu.tely necessa·ry that the dialog be truly inte,ractiv.e 
(Le., that the cOmiilunication can be conducted at a rapid, conver-
sational pace), since much of the user's task consists of exploration, 
via a series of displays, of a fairly la·rge information space. When 
the user's task includes a great deal of sea,rching, via many displays, 
for a variety of in,fopnatiou, it is necessary that the system provide 
a rapid liIeans for cons·truction o,f display queries. The system will 
probably have to support in,freq\lent users -- people who are concerned 
with scheduling problems, but not on a daily basis. In order to 
provide for both infrequent users and very proficient users, the 
system should either have a computer-initiated dialog (which guides 
the user through his options) which is rapid and \Inobstrusive enough 
that it does not interfere with the exper:!.enced user, or it should 
provide separate dialog methods for expcri.!nced and inexperienced 
uliers. It is desirable that the system support parallel displays 
which allow the use·r to visually correlate in·formation in l-elated 
displays. A mechanism should be pl~ided which allpws the user to 
easily specify information already being displayed as pf:rt of the 
query for the next display. Names of particular jobs, resources, 
etc., will often be used in this way. Finally, regardless of the 
specific dialog method selected, it is highly desirable that the 
system be fully self-tutorial, providing interllctive instruction for 
the new or in·frequent user. 
A dialog method which satisfies these requirements, requires an 
interactive graphics terlllinal equipped with a light-pen and alpha-
numeric keyboa·rd. The use o·f a vector g·raphic device (one in which 
lanes are actually d·rawn on the CRT from one point to another), rather 
than some othe·r method of line generation is not a strong requirement 
of this application, since most of the lines a·re horizontal or vert i-
cal and would be rellsonllbly well represented if generated by incre-
mentlll plotting or dots. It is necessary, however, that the device 
employ a refreshed display in order to allow the necessary flexibility 
and rapid exchange o·f optio" lists (light buttons) and other display 
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elements. It is also necessary that the display be as~ociated with a 
local minicomputer. since available cOlllDUnications facilities and 
operating systems for the host computer cannot provide the necessary 
speed for truly interactive command construction. and such use would 
unnecessarily bu,rden the host computer anyway. 
The U6e of a graphical device equipped with a light-pen allows a 
very natural solution to two of the problems posed by the requirements. 
First. it provides a medium in which compute'r-initia,ted dialogs can 
be conducted without interfacing with the rapid use of the system by 
an experienced user. Second. it provides a ready mechanism by which 
the user can select information already on the screen from some pre-
viously requested display as the value of a parameter which must be 
specified as part of the c<1mmand he is currently constructing. Thus, 
if he desires information about a particular job, and the name of 
thai: job is currently being displayed as part of a timeline display. 
for example. he, can s:tmply select the displayed name with the light-
pen to indicate which Job he is interested in. 
A basic man-computer interface design framework will be described 
within which an interactive scheduling system could be implemented. 
The design provides for the use of both light-pen and keyboad inputs, 
usually at t"e user's option and it provides some standard techniques 
for use of the gral'hical display and for condu.::t of ;:he man-computer 
dialog. 
The display is divided into four areas, as shown in Figure ::;-14. 
Area 1 is reserved for the command Which the user is constructing, or 
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has just executed. Area 2 contains instructions tJ the user and 
liots of options hom which he can select. These lists take the 
form of "menus", or "light-button lists", wh~ch allow selection with 
a light-pen. Areas 3 and 4 are available for system displays, both 
graphical and textual. Area 4, the largest area, is the prima,ry 
display a,rea, and will contain such informa·tion as time line displays, 
tuta,rial inhrmatioon, etc. Displays which are needed at the s'ame 
time as the major df.splays (e.g., resource profile information which 
should b .. viewed simultaneously with the corresponding time line 
infarmation) will be displayed in area 3. 
Figul'e 3-1Ji is a photograph showing haw an actual displ.,\·" on the 
system mtght appear. A simple timeline display is shown in a·rea 4, 
with a resaUl'ce prafile display in a'rea 3. A sample light-button lis,t 
is shawn in area 2. Let us suppase that the user, vtewiong such a dis-
play, wllnts to dhplay inforDla,tian about a particular Job, fol' example 
job JOB ... 2. He would first select the word DISPLAY with the light-pen. 
A new light-buttan list would then appear in a,rea 2, showing him the 
optians available to him for in'farmatian displays. At the same time, 
the ward DISPtAY would appea,r in a,rea 1. During the call1lllSnd canstruc-
tion process, area 1 will con'tinually display tha,t portion of the 
cO\1llland which has already been canstructed. 
The light-button u.st which appears in a,rea :! after D![SPLAY is 
selected might cantain such opUans as JOB, RESONRCIi:, T'EMELlNE, etc. 
The user Can now select the desired option from this list, in this 
case JOB. Having done so, he is then instructed, via information in 
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area 2, to indicate which job he is interested in. He can indicate 
this information (and, in fact, could have selected DISPLAY and JOB) 
by typing the desired input from the keyboard. There is an easier 
way, however, and one which avoids the necessity for switching from 
the light-pen to the keyboard and back. Since the job name JOB_2 is 
already displayed on the CRT, he 'can simply select it with the light-
pen. 
At each point in the command construction process, the user has 
the option to CANCEL, that is, to delete the partially completed 
command and start over. In addition, any time the command is in a 
state which is legal as a complete command, he has the option to 
select EXECUTE. With the exception of a few functions which Can be 
executed entirely by the minicomputer, selection of EXECUTE is the 
mechanism for causing the command to be transmitted to the host com-
puter. Up to this point, however, the entire man-computer dialog has 
been conducted under control of the minicomputer. 
The HELP light-button on the main light-butto~, list is a mechanism 
whereby the user can request the system's TUTOR, a document which can 
be displayed on-line in order to train the beginning user in the use 
of the system, and to provide an easy revie\,l mechanism for the experi-
enced user who has forgotten how to perform some particular function. 
The display of the TUTOR should be entirely under the control of the 
minicomputer in order to allow beginning users to become'familiar with 
the system without incurring host computer connect costs. The TUTOR 
should provide a table of contents with a direct access mechanism, 
no 
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preferably using the light-pen, to allow the user to go directly to 
that part of the document which contains information relevant to his 
immediate needs. It should also provide a simple mechanism for re-
turning from the TUTOR to the user's previous display. 
3.5.2 Host/Mini-Computer Configuration for Interactive Scheduling 
The kind of dialog design described in the preceding section 
requires that most of the dialog control logic reside at the inter-
active graphic terminal. The resulting division of responsibility 
between the host computer and the minicomputer has led to the develop-
ment of a candidate system design which will be discussed in this 
section. 
A minicomputer software design which could support the dialog 
mechods discussed in the previous section is described below. The 
hardware components are: 
CPU and core memory 
Random access I/O device 
CRT with light-pen 
Keyboard 
Communication line interface 
and are depicted in Figure 3-16. A possible core configuration is 
shown in Figure 3-17. 
The resident area contains the code necessary for driving all of 
the peripheral equipment as well as utility routines to support the 
various display generators. The overley area is used either for the 
code to generate a graphical display from a tree data structure, or 
for the code to construct a command for processing by the host computer. 
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1/0 Device Drivers 
Utility Routines 
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CRT Instruction Buffer 
Display Generator AndlOr 
Command Constructor 
Light Pen Hit Table 
Linkage Vector 
Top Of Core Global Variables 
Fig, 3-17 Minicomputer Core Layout 
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Tasks supported by the resident software include: 
1) Memory management for the CRT instruction buffer. A display 
generator overlay will typically ask that the current display 
in area 3 or 4 be deleted, then ask for assignment of an area 
in the CRT instruction buffer where it can build a new sequence 
of CRT instructions, and finally ask that the new instructions 
be executed to bring up the display on the CRT. 
~) Command line display and transmission. The command line is dis-
played in area 1 and may actually require more than one line on 
the screen since commands may contain as many as 150 characters. 
Operations which must be supported on the command line are: 
addition of each character typed at the keyboard to the 
command line. 
a rubout key for deleting typed characters. 
addition of character strings to the command line when 
a light button is selected. 
transmission of the command line to the host computer. 
clearing the command line. 
3) Receiving data from the host computer. A typical response to a 
command sent from the mint to the host computer is for a reply to 
be sent back to the mini in the form of a compressed tree data 
structure. An identifier on the front of the data structure Can 
be used to determine which overlay is to be loaded to process the 
reply. When the tree transmission is complete, the appropriate 
overlay is loaded and executed. Trees sent from the host computer 
114 I 
may have to overf.low to mass storage since a large tree may be 
3000 characters or more. In addition, four trees may be active 
at the mini at any given time, two for area 3 and two for area 4. 
Provision must be made for storing all four trees on mass storage 
and loading the first segment of anyone on request. Any routines 
which scan trees mUJt have provision for detecting the end of the 
buffer and requesting luading of the next tree segment from mass 
storage. 
4) Light pen hit processing. One method of handling light pen hits 
is to associate a unique identifier with each light button which 
may appear on the screen. This identifier can then be used by 
the resident software as an index to the light pen hit table 
loaded with the current overlay. The light pen hit table can then 
point to the routine for processing the hit. In cases where the 
current overlay does not contain the necessary code for processing 
a light button displayed by another overlay, the light pen hit 
table can contain the identifier of the overlay which must be 
loaded. 
5) Mass storage management. Data which must be stored on the random 
access I/O device include: 
textual information for the tutor. This is estimated to be 
about 250,000 characters divided into "pages" which can be 
displayed in area 4. 
display generation overlays. 
four data trees of about 2000 characters each must be stored 
on the mass storage device. 
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two files should be maintained containing the previous 
displays for areas 3 and 4. This will allow the user to 
swap back and forth quickly between the previous display 
and current display in these areas. 
Because the minicomputer controls the command construction process 
and generates the graphical displays from information stored in tree 
structures, the barden on the host computer is minimal. Very little 
modification is required to convert PLANS batch scheduling programs 
into a form compatible with interactive execution under IBM's Time-
Sharing Option, and compatible with the minicomputer software system. 
The host scheduling software must be capable of reading and writing 
trees in compressed form (a simple modification to the PLANS language 
itself). The only significant additional software required is an 
interpretive execution capability for receiving and parsing scheduling 
commands and causing the appropriate PLANS programs to execute. This 
capability Can be achieved most easily through the use of the same 
Translator-Writing System which has been used to implement PLANS. The 
interactive scheduling command language is described via an augmented 
grammar which defines that language in terms of PLANS subroutine calls. 
The grammar is then input to the Translator-Writing System, which 
generates an interpreter for the interactive scheduling system. This 
interpreter, together with an appropriate lexical analyzer, the PLANS 
scheduling subroutines, and appropriate PLANS support software con-
stitute the host computer software necessary for interactive scheduling. 
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